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INTRODUCTION
There are two reasons to establish property asset standards: the first is to help realise a vision and the second is to sustain a vision.
Part of the vision for social housing is dwellings with
universal access, providing a safe and comfortable
environment, functioning efficiently, ameliorating climatic extremes, operating on a sustainable basis and
attractive as a home.
Realising this vision means using the Asset Standards
to move the asset base towards it. The Asset Standards cover both the performance and design aspects
of property assets. This document establishes the
asset performance standards by which performance is
measured.

ASSET
STANDARDS

Concurrent with this strategic direction is a more fundamental and immediate need. Any housing must be
safe, habitable and clean. How can we best measure
this?

Design
Requirements

The asset performance standards most often apply to existing assets, but they can also be used to
accept new assets into the asset base. The design
requirements apply to both new housing and the
renovation of existing housing.

Performance
Standards

Property
Assessment
Survey

Maintenance is an asset management activity that
touches every household every year. The asset performance standards have allowed Housing NSW to
measure the maintenance backlog and establish the
annual requirement for maintenance, providing the
basis for reforms to maintenance,
Housing NSW regularly measures asset performance
using surveys calibrated against the standards contained in this reference document. Surveys are also
used to ensure the information held by Housing NSW’s
systems about a particular property is correct.
This reference helps you assess if components of a
building or dwelling meet a reasonable condition test
and if intervention, either through repair or
replacement, is required. It also shows how
the information that comes from this assessment is transformed into asset performance
indicators.
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Why have standards?
Having a set of asset standards and measuring asset performance against those standards has enabled Housing NSW to
gain considerable credibility amongst its stakeholders. Standards are essential:
•

To establish certainty and consistency about service
and product

•

To be able to measure the performance of the property
assets

•

To allocate resources strategically, targeting and prioritising greatest need and greatest potential for improvement

•

To measure and monitor deferred maintenance

•

To know the effectiveness of intervention

Housing NSW uses the asset performance indicator
“percentage maintained” in reports to the Commonwealth and
to State Treasury. It is a lead indicator for the Maintenance
Reform Program [MRP], now called the New Maintenance
Contract (NMC), and is used to guide asset planning and
funding.

ASSET
STANDARDS

Design
Requirements

How are they structured?
The Asset Standards are essentially divided into three main
areas:
1.

Asset Performance Standards

2.

Design Requirements

3.

Property Assessment Survey

This reference document is solely the Asset Performance
Standards

Performance
Standards

Condition
Standards

Why safety, function and
appearance?
The Asset Performance Standards cover Condition and Basic
Provision. For Condition, the standards refer to three dimensions for any component of a building: safety, function and
appearance. These three dimensions allow the prioritising of
responses, with safety failures generating an urgent response,
function failures generating a planned response and appearance failures a discretionary response.

6
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Basic
Provision
Standards

Property
Assessment
Survey

What do we know about
this dwelling?

Does the window work?
Does the front door
lock properly?

Is there sufficient bench
space?
Do the taps work
properly?

Is the stove safe?
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Basic Provision
Basic Provision is a commitment by Housing NSW to ensure no dwelling is without such things as hot water to the
kitchen and bathroom, each dwelling has sufficient kitchen
bench space and an adequate number of power points.
The asset property portfolio has accumulated over nearly 100
years of social housing (starting with the Housing Act 1912),
and with some buildings dating back further to the 1830s.
Given such a wide range of properties and property eras, the
provision levels depend upon the era in which era a dwelling
was built. Inevitably, some older dwellings have retained
their original modest provision levels and been effectively
superseded and not upgraded. The Basic Provision Standards are designed to redress any such omissions by providing a minimum level of provision. Refer pages 118-119

Amenity
Amenity is a measure of the quality of the property and its
surrounds. This is subjective but very important to understand whether properties are suffering from problems of
stigma rather than poor condition.
Amenity is required to be measured as part of the Asset
Standards but does not have the same absolutes as Condition and Basic Provision.

8
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How do the condition
standards work?
The Asset Condition Standards are used to measure
the current state of wear and tear on the asset. They
are based on a common sense approach to the condition with reasonable or ‘fair condition’ being the standard . The standards describe three dimensions that
need to be considered: safety, function and appearance.

Is Appearance
reasonable?

Is it Functional?

Is it Safe?

Is it safe? Will it burn
my hand; will it spill
and injure someone?
Is the cup and saucer functional? Does it appear it can
carry the coffee and be easily
drunk from? This is the cup’s
core purpose after all!
Does the cup have
any discolouration?

If we have a concern with a cup of coffee then we decide our response: ask for another safer,
more functional, cleaner cup, say nothing and wait for it to cool, don’t drink it, etc.
For the Asset Condition Standards we have named each of these three dimensions:

Safety,Function,Appearance
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The assessment and service response is set out in the table below:
Aspect that is
assessed

Safety

Client
Interest
Safety

Includes

Service Response to any
failure

Fire protection systems,

Attend to IMMEDIATELY –

Electrical systems,

longer term resolution PROGRAMMED

Unsafe aspects of any
component

Function

Appearance

working order

Appearance

Structural soundness,
Cladding and roof
weatherproof, security
locks secure, Stoves
working

A smoke detector that is discoloured but otherwise
has the green light on, its red light flashing and the
test button working, could be considered to meet the
standard (appearance failure). However, if only the
test button does not work then it would not meet the
standard, indicating that it has failed in an area central to its purpose (function failure). If both the green
and red lights were off then it would also fail to meet
the standard (safety failure).
Another example might be a painted wall that has
some discolouration. If the discolouration is slight
and appears to be fading from sunlight, then it would
probably meet the standard. If the discolouration
were stark, then it would not meet the standard.
However, when considering painted surfaces, remember that paint exists mainly to protect the underlying material from abrasion, moisture and
grease. Its decorative capacity is important, but a
large area of discolouration would usually be less of
a concern than a smaller area of paint peeling or
blistering. Such complete failure of the paint system
causes problems as the underlying structure is exposed to weather and conditions it was not meant to
cope with.
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PROGRAMMED response

Finishes

For example:
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Initiate interim measures
QUICKLY

HOUSING NSW

The 5 Asset Performance
measures
Five asset performance indicators have been developed as shown below. Two of the five are only possible to provide by using the Asset Performance
Standards.
rs
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•• accommodation
accommodation –– people
people housed
housed vs
vs capacity
capacity
•• cost
cost per
per person
person housed
housed
•• alignment
alignment -- can
can we
we accommodate
accommodate future
future need?
need?
•• amenity
amenity–– location
location and
and property
property
•• condition
condition –– safety,
safety, function
function and
and finishes
finishes
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“Well Maintained”
The Property Assessment Survey (PAS)
measures compliance with the asset standards in
three dimensions: safety, function and appearance. Where a component fails it can do so in
seven different combinations ranging from a simple failure for not meeting appearance standards
to a serious failure across all three dimensions. In
addition, safety is regarded as more important
than function, which in turn is more important than
appearance.

Housing NSW has adopted a benchmark, called
“well maintained”, for the condition of a dwelling. This benchmark seeks to set a minimum
performance standard for any dwelling that is
more realistic than expecting full 100% compliance for all dwellings, allowing a certain amount
of wear and tear normally associated with a
dwelling. It does this by using the three dimensions described earlier (safety, function and appearance), and their relative importance, to set a
compliance profile based on the performance
standards in this document. The Well Maintained
benchmark approximates to 97% compliance, but
with minimal tolerance for safety failures and only
a small tolerance for function failures.
The regulatory requirement for safe, habitable
and clean accommodation is largely met by a
dwelling meeting the Well Maintained benchmark. At an individual property/dwelling level the
well maintained benchmark is expressed as simply yes or no, but for any aggregation of dwellings the Well Maintained benchmark is expressed as a percentage of dwellings that meet
the benchmark.

12
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•

How some of the data is
used
The data is also used:
•

to inform the life cycle model of the
portfolio, its dwellings, buildings and
grounds and all their components.

•

to produce programs of work

•

to formulate budget allocations

Below are examples of how the performance standards are used to better understand the property asset portfolio, in this
case how different asset types compare in
Central Sydney.

6 Bedroom
4 Bedroom
3 Bedroom
5 Bedroom
1 Bedroom
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom
1 Bedroom
1 Bedroom
5 Bedroom
5 Bedroom
3 Bedroom
2 Bedroom
1 Bedroom

Cottage
terrace
terrace
terrace
villa
villa
90.00%
villa
80.00%
Cottage
townhouse
70.00%
unit
60.00%
Cottage
50.00%
townhouse
townhouse
40.00%
unit

Well
Market
main- Amenity - Amenity
Rent
tained
LOCAPROP- Value Score
TION
ERTY - per week
99.28%
75%
67% $ 350
98.44%
60%
77% $ 413
97.40%
70%
87% $ 369
97.29%
100%
100% $ 650
96.79%
85%
83% $ 229
96.78%
84%
82% $ 318
96.76%
80%
78% $ 354
96.66%
90%
83% $ 254
96.11%
83%
85% $ 262
96.05%
100%
100% $ 375
96.03%
85%
83% $ 439
96.02%
82%
81% $ 382
95.93%
84%
82% $ 318
95.57%
82%
79% $ 220

30.00%

Replacement
Cost
$
288,000
$
276,800
$
262,600
$
311,000
$
129,484
$
226,587
$
244,270
$
129,400
$
127,140
$
291,000
$
261,188
$
264,026
$
236,215
Percentage of
$
135,769
well

maintained
dwellings

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Central

Greater

Northern

South &

Sy dney

Western

NSW

Western

Sy dney
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How to use this document

bath
Purpose

bath
Safety

Function

Appearance

To provide safe and effective way of maintaining personal
hygiene through bathing

Different types
Acrylic
Pressed metal
Cast iron

Meets the standard
No hazards

Securely fixed in position and sealed
at wall/floor to prevent water ingress
No cracking allowing water leakage
Plumbing pipework functioning, no
leakage

In older housing baths are generally robust items where they are usually made of cast or
formed metal. These types of baths can be “re-glazed” by specialist firms where the baked
enamel finish has started to fail. (This might not be available in some Regions)

No rust stains
Glaze smooth
Some discolouration tolerated
But not stark and uneven

Acrylic baths are frequently found in newer housing because they are cheaper and lighter for
the builder to install. They survive moderate usage but can be easily damaged by staining or
cracking where severe wear and tear may be encountered. Most baths need to feel solid so
they are usually bedded in a sand/cement mix underneath. Acrylic baths tend to flex more and
need the extra support offered by the sand/cement. Modern baths use the packaging material
(polystyrene) as bed support
The key function of all baths is to hold water. Being waterproof is an obvious measure of
performance. The junction of wall tiling with the bath where a bath is also serving as a
shower base may complicate this. Because a bath flexes and the tiles don’t, this is a common
source of failure for waterproofing of the wall.

Baths need to be adequately sealed against all walls and floors to prevent the leakage of water
into the structural system supporting the floor and wall. The seal against the wall, usually with
wall tiles, tends to be the most problematic. Differential movement between the bath [acrylic or
metal] and the wall [timber or masonry construction] usually means a fine line crack if a flexible
tile grout has not been used. In bad cases this may also cause the cracking or dislodgement of
the bottom row of wall tiles. Ensure that the silicone seal along the horizontal bath/tile junction is
intact to prevent water penetration.
The plug should seal the bath and prevent the bath water slowly disappearing.
The bottom of the bath should be sitting directly on a solid base, usually cement grout. If there
is ‘give’ in the base when you press it down then there is a potential problem, particularly for
acrylic baths.

Fails to meet the standard
Plughole rusty

X

Baths with showers over them need to be carefully scrutinised because the base of the bath
where a person would stand to shower needs to be reasonably flat and slip resistant.
The finish coating should be seamless, free from excessive scratching, chipping or worn areas,
and is able to be cleaned and maintained in a hygienic condition.
Very minor scratching and chipping is acceptable.
This bath also just fails to meet the
functional standards when the rust is
compromising the structural integrity of
the bath
Bath and plughole very rusty.

Wastewater is conveyed into the main drainage system without leaking.

.

Left page describes purpose of component , the various types, description and then common issues
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Schedule of Components

16

18

Air conditioner

20

Basin

22

Bath

24

Bathroom accessories

26

Car parking

28

Car port

30

Ceiling

32

Clothes line

34

Doorway

36

Driveway

38

Dryer

40

Eaves

42

Exhaust fans

44

Exit lights

46

Fencing

48

Fire protection equipment

50

Floors

52

Garages

54

Garbage areas

56

Gates

58

Gutters and downpipes

60

Heaters (space)

62

Hot water system

64

Intercom

66

Kitchen cupboards

68

Landscape

70

Laundry tub

72

Letter box

74

Lifts

76

Light points

78

Lighting (external)
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Schedule of Components

80

Linen cupboard

82

Numbering

84

Paths

86

Porches, verandahs and balconies

88

Power points

90

Ramps

92

Roofs

94

Screen doors

96

Security grilles

98

Showers

100

Smoke alarm

102

Stairs and steps

104

Stoves

106

Taps

108

Toilets

110

Wall

112

Washing machine

114

Windows

116

Window fly screen
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air conditioner
Purpose
Meets specific health needs of clients for climate moderation/air filtration
Air conditioning systems occur in a number of different forms. The most widely known residential type is the wall/window-mounted model. The model illustrated above is called a split
system with the part containing the compressor located externally and connected by pipes to
this internal unit which houses fans and heat exchangers.
There also exist in a few residential properties fully ducted systems similar to those used in
office buildings. These usually require monthly inspections and filter changes by specialist
service providers.
Other ducted systems that can be confused with air conditioning systems include gas central
heating systems and centralised vacuum cleaning systems. These all have ducts, often below
the floor, and a central piece of machinery on which the ducts converge.
Also confused with air conditioning systems are the evaporative cooling systems. These are
used in areas where there is low humidity and high temperatures. Often roof mounted, they
can also be portable.
A true air conditioning system treats the air for cleanliness, temperature and humidity. It involves the use of air filters and the super-cooling of air, which is then heated to the comfort
level to reduce the humidity.

Air conditioners need to be kept clean, particularly the heat exchange fins [looks like a car
radiator, usually at the rear or part of the appliance that is located externally]. As with a
refrigerator, build up of fluff on the fins can be a potential fire risk.
Check the compressor noise when it is turned on and moved to cold setting. Excessive
noise can indicate a worn compressor, bearing or motor.
Ask the occupant if the system works effectively for both cooling and heating. Problems
with cooling may be due to the gas sealed in the unit leaking.
Damage to the heat exchange fins may compromise their capacity to dissipate heat effectively.
All such units should be mounted securely. Attempt to move the unit and feel how secure
it is. Look and inspect fixing points.
Check that condensation from the unit is adequately directed away from the building.
Check power supply for fraying of cords, etc.
Units mounted in windows should be viewed as temporary arrangements until a more
secure mounting in a wall can be arranged.
Filters should be cleaned regularly. Check if there is a service card on the unit.

18
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air conditioner
Safety

Function

Appearance

Is functioning correctly, soundly
fixed in place and has no loose
components

No rust stains
Baked enamel smooth
Some discolouration tolerated
But not stark and uneven

Meets the standard

No hazards
Meets the relevant Australian Standard

Fails to meet the standard

Securely fixed, but has loose
knobs, functioning to be
checked
Surface damaged and rust
evident

Automatic temperature control
failing, loose knobs, not securely fixed
Rusty and damaged finishes
externally
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basin
Purpose
Meets the need for hygiene in the home
Different types
Basin attached to wall
Basin on pedestal
Basin in vanity unit
For vanity unit doors/drawers refer to standard for kitchen cupboards.
Basins are a component of the house that helps maintain the health of the household.
Traditionally made of porcelain they are easy to keep clean and sanitary but can be seriously damaged by sudden heavy impacts, particularly if concentrated at a point.
Structural soundness in those models fixed to the wall may be affected by heavy weights
(such as a person perching on, or child swinging from the basin) and corrosion of the
fixing brackets. These should be checked.
Vanity units suffer from moisture, even just condensation. When the vanity starts to lose
its integrity because of moisture damage it may be unable to support the basin itself.
The pedestal style of basin is largely to hide the pipe work underneath the basin and offers only marginal extra support to the basin itself.

Basins are normally fairly robust items, with the taps and plug holes failing more often than
the basin itself.
Where there is surface failure of the porcelain that compromises the hygienic properties of
the basin then it must be failed for Functional Standards. The glazing may be crazed
slightly but not constitute a problem whereas a chip may be of a size and nature to cause
a hazard.
Beware any cracks other than crazing because they may be structural and affect the integrity of the whole unit. If there is any doubt about its safety then fail it for Safety Standards
and take pre-cautionary action.
Ensure the plug seals the waste outlet effectively.
Ensure the basin has a waterproof seal to the wall to prevent water spilling down behind
and rusting the metal support brackets.
Where the plug hole has finishes that are failing it is also starting to fail its functional requirement to be cleanable and hygienic.
Ensure the unit is fixed firmly in position.
Very minor scratching and chipping are acceptable.
Ensure traps and tails convey the waste from the basin into the main drainage system with
no evidence of leakage.

20
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basin
Safety

Function

Appearance

Securely fixed in position
No cracking in bowl allowing water
leakage
Plumbing pipe-work functioning
Cleanable
Glazing intact
Any cabinet doors/drawers work

No rust stains
Glaze smooth
Some discolouration tolerated
But not stark and uneven

Meets the standard

No hazards

Fails to meet the standard

X

Plughole rusty

Steel supporting brackets
badly rusted, dangerous
Seals not in place, missing
plug
Surface damaged and dirty

Cupboard structurally damaged by water, door missing,
seals not in place
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bath
Purpose
To provide safe and effective way of maintaining personal hygiene
through bathing
Different types
Acrylic
Pressed metal
Cast iron
In older housing baths are generally robust items where they are usually made of cast
or formed metal. These types of baths can be “re-glazed” by specialist firms where
the baked enamel finish has started to fail. (This might not be available in some Regions)
Acrylic baths are frequently found in newer housing because they are cheaper and
lighter for the builder to install. They survive moderate usage but can be easily damaged by staining or cracking where severe wear and tear may be encountered. Most
baths need to feel solid so they are usually bedded in a sand/cement mix underneath.
Acrylic baths tend to flex more and need the extra support offered by the sand/
cement. Modern baths use the packaging material (polystyrene) as bed support
The key function of all baths is to hold water. Being waterproof is an obvious measure
of performance. The junction of wall tiling with the bath where a bath is also serving
as a shower base may complicate this. Because a bath flexes and the tiles don’t, this
is a common source of failure for waterproofing of the wall.

Baths need to be adequately sealed against all walls and floors to prevent the leakage
of water into the structural system supporting the floor and wall. The seal against the
wall, usually with wall tiles, tends to be the most problematic. Differential movement
between the bath [acrylic or metal] and the wall [timber or masonry construction] usually means a fine line crack if a flexible tile grout has not been used. In bad cases this
may also cause the cracking or dislodgement of the bottom row of wall tiles. Ensure
that the silicone seal along the horizontal bath/tile junction is intact to prevent water
penetration.
The plug should seal the bath and prevent the bath water slowly disappearing.
The bottom of the bath should be sitting directly on a solid base, usually cement grout.
If there is ‘give’ in the base when you press it down then there is a potential problem,
particularly for acrylic baths.
Baths with showers over them need to be carefully scrutinised because the base of
the bath where a person would stand to shower needs to be reasonably flat and slip
resistant.
The finish coating should be seamless, free from excessive scratching, chipping or
worn areas, and is able to be cleaned and maintained in a hygienic condition.
Very minor scratching and chipping is acceptable.
Wastewater is conveyed into the main drainage system without leaking.
.
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bath

S
u
r
f
a
Safety
c
e

Function

Appearance

Securely fixed in position and
sealed at wall/floor to prevent water ingress
No cracking allowing water leakage
Plumbing pipework functioning, no
leakage

No rust stains
Glaze smooth
Some discolouration tolerated
But not stark and uneven

i
s
s

Meets
u the standard
i
t
a
No hazards
b
l
y
c
l
e
a
n
a
b
l
e

Fails to meet the standard

X

Plughole rusty

This bath also just fails to meet
the functional standards when
the rust is compromising the
structural integrity of the bath
Bath and plughole very rusty.
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bathroom accessories
Purpose
To enhance the usability of the bathroom and assists people who are
frail or who have poor mobility to use the bathroom without difficulty
Different items
Soap holder
Mirror
Wall Cabinet
Towel Rail
Toilet roll holder
Hand rails
Standard accessories in a bathroom include a towel rail, mirror cabinet, soap holder and
toilet paper holder. In addition, bathrooms designed for the aged and people with disabilities will have grab rails and a shower seat, and possibly a hand-held adjustable shower.
Accessories designed to take a person’s weight must be soundly fixed to the wall. Metal
fixtures should have no rust or significant corrosion

•

Bathroom accessories are regularly used and can cause disproportionate annoyance when they fail.

• Check there is no protruding sharp edges created by chips or rusted parts. Bathroom accessories include any handrails and/or seats. These should be carefully assessed for structural integrity and failed if there is any doubt they will
support the heaviest human load.
• Check such handrails are placed orientated sensibly to be of most use to the occupant/s. If the customer has a particular disability or is elderly then ask them if they work for them.
• All mechanisms such as the toilet roll holder and cabinet door hinges, should work easily.
• Check carefully any heating accessories such as special towel rails as the bathroom environment is humid and conducive to corrosion of electrical parts. If there is any doubt about the safety of such items then fail them.
• Check that cabinet is free from corrosion or rot, has shelving and is able to be maintained in a clean and hygienic condition.
• Any cabinet catches should hold the doors in a closed position, hinges allow wide swing for access, tracks are clean
and clear, doors generally have a smooth operation and satisfactorily seat in closed position.
• Mirrors should have 90% mirror backing intact, be securely fixed, free of cracks and sharp edges and be unbroken.
• Soap and toothbrush holders are firmly installed, clean and undamaged.
• Any handles or rails are firmly installed, appropriate to the intended use, and able to be cleaned to a hygienic condition.
• Shower curtain rail should be firmly fixed, straight in section length and able to support a curtain for its entire length.
• Shower screen should be firmly fixed and clean. Frames can have 90% of the applied finish intact. Where doors are
fitted, they operate with ease and close to form an effective seal.
• Shower roses and associated fittings should have at least 75% of the applied finish intact.
• Vanity units should be solid, vermin proof and able to be maintained in a hygienic state.
• Vanity unit should have impermeable top and splashback, free from significant delamination, holes and open joints.
• Vanity unit drawers and doors should be solid, operate smoothly, and seat properly when closed.
• Any handles, locks, catches etc should operate satisfactorily and secure the door/drawer in the closed position
• All accessories should be adequately waterproofed, with particular care where surfaces are interrupted for pipe work,
handles etc

24
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bathroom accessories
Safety

Function

Appearance

Securely fixed in position
No cracking in bowl allowing water
leakage
Plumbing pipe-work functioning
Cleanable
Glazing intact
Any cabinet doors/drawers work

No rust stains
Glaze smooth
Some discolouration tolerated
But not stark and uneven

Meets the standard

No hazards

Fails to meet the standard

X

Towel rail loose

Mirror is damaged, shelving is
missing and timber is rotting
Surface finishes failing

X

Mirror is damaged, but still
functioning adequately

Asset Performance Standards Version 6.2i
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Car parking
Purpose
To provide weatherproof paved area for storing a vehicle
Different types
Open
Covered
Car parking spaces are usually constructed from concrete and are
very durable requiring little or no maintenance. However, caution
needs to be exercised where, for example, surfaces may have become slippery as a result of oil accumulating.
Car parking pads may also be made of paving, sometimes bedded on
a concrete slab but also sometimes bedded on sand. Missing pavers
or misaligned pavers may be hazardous.
When a concrete slab fails it is usually apparent by cracking. Often
the cracking may not affect the basic function of the slab to support a
motor vehicle. If, however, the crack is as a result of changing foundation conditions rather than temperature or expansion stresses, then
a more serious situation exists. Either way the underlying cause
needs to be investigated by an expert

26

•

Car parking areas range in size from just one space to over a hundred in some large complexes.

•

Check that any spaces designated for people with disabilities are wide enough to swing a wheelchair off the top
of a vehicle and place it next to the vehicle with sufficient manoeuvring room.

•

Check the access from the car park to the front entry is barrier free and accessible by strollers, shopping trolleys and wheelchairs. If the car park configuration and/or kerbing prevent this then fail the car parking on function.

•

Most Department car parks are concrete finish but some may be bitumen and more prone to failure through
disintegration – check for such signs in areas not receiving much traffic as bitumen performs better when regularly rolled by vehicle wheels.

•

In rare instances we may have unusual surfaces such as pebbles, gravel or even dirt.
the functional requirements if they are well formed and drain well.

•

Car parking should be free from sudden changes in level that could cause a trip hazard

•

Car spaces should be free from broken or crumbling material, missing sections and major cracks.

•

They should also be free of moss and not slippery whether wet or dry.

•

Surface and kerb finish should be intact.

•

Ramps should give easy and safe access. Balustrades should be provided where ramps and landings are one
metre above ground level

•

Where provided, parking lines and numbering should be legible.

•

Surface water should drain effectively and not pond. Drainage grates should be flush and not create a hazard.

•

There should be sufficient safe access for persons alighting from vehicles. .
.
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These may still meet

car parking
Safety

Function

Appearance

Meets the standard

Free of major cracks and holes, with no Car parking is free from major
risk to pedestrians or vehicles
defects

Car parking has intact finishes and
spaces are clearly marked

Fails to meet the standard
Concrete slab cracked and
soiled
Concrete slab soiled

Parking space at end of drive
tracks is badly cracked and
uneven, and proximity to
shrubbery makes access difficult
Surface damaged and dirty
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carport
Purpose
To provide basic shelter for a car
Different types
Steel, timber,
Stand alone, joined as a lean to structure to a dwelling
The main issue with carports is generally their structural stability. Have they suffered
an impact from a vehicle that has damaged the carport so that it compromises the
structural integrity to the point the carport is dangerous? Has the structure been affected by corroded or rotted structural members?
Remember, if an item can be seen to be an immediate risk to life or limb then it becomes critical and an urgent service response becomes compulsory.
Carports were originally only supplied with townhouses. Increasingly it has been recognised that for hot and/or wet areas the carport may also be considered for cottages.
Many dwellings that the Department has purchased may also have carports.
.

Posts supporting carports are often subject to impacts from cars that stray too far as they enter or
leave the carport. They may show signs of such impacts and no longer be vertical.
Many carports are all metal and subject to corrosion over the longer term. Check carefully that
the base of the metal columns is not corroding. Even though they are usually galvanised the section that is in contact with concrete can be scratched during construction allowing moisture to start
a long-term corrosion problem. Some clotheslines experienced similar problems when exposed
to animal urine on a regular basis.
The flooring of the carport is usually paving of some kind. Check to see if it is adequate, not affected by oil spills/drips and safe from slipping.
Check structure is robust and resists racking [twisting] when posts or walls are rocked vigorously
by hand.
Check for signs of uplifting of the structure or its roof from strong winds.
For any walls or ceilings:
Surface finish is in place, secure and clean. Surface is smooth, no cracks, holes or
scratches, no apparent damage.
Paint is sound and not cracking or flaking.
Render is sound and intact, not cracked.
Any doors and windows function properly and are complete with all hardware.
For roof and posts
No loose roof sheeting, flashing or other material.
No leaks.
Flashings, gutters and downpipes are in place, compatible metals, secure and working without leaking.
Supports to roof have not sagged, and the roofline is straight. .
.
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car port
Safety

Function

Appearance

Meets the standard

No hazards

Carport is structurally sound, protecting vehicles from weather

Carport is free from major surface
defects, with finishes intact

Fails to meet the standard
Some bending visible on
carport column.
Concrete soiled, surfaces damaged and marked

Carport structure is unsafe,
leaning on the house and
prone to total collapse

X X

X X X

Carport structure is unsound,
leaning on the house, failing to
fulfil its function of being structurally sound
Car stand cracked, peeling
paint and rusty components
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ceiling
Purpose
To define and seal the top of a room, and to protect the roof structure and other rooms from the spread of fire
Different types
Structure: Timber, metal, reinforced concrete
Lining: Plasterboard, fibrous plaster, FC sheeting
Finishes: Paint
Ceilings provide one of the clearest indications of other element failures, most notably
the roof. Water stains or mould on the ceiling, whilst unattractive, may not be affecting the ceiling performing its prime purpose. However, they offer a signal that a serious problem exists with the waterproofness of the roof or bathroom above.
Ceilings also perform a life saving function where they are required to prevent the
spread of fire. This often goes largely unrecognised but on those rare occasions
when there is a fire, a ceiling is vital in saving lives and reducing damage.

With ceilings the painted surface is part of the ceiling component.
As with all components, the ceiling has to be assessed for safety, function and finish.
A ceiling with peeling paint would completely fail the appearance requirements and fail
the function requirements because part of the ceiling is losing its integrity.
Assessing a ceiling for fire safety can be difficult. If there is no other way of knowing, it
is best to assume any damage to a ceiling in a unit, townhouse, villa or other attached
dwelling type is compromising fire safety.
Assessing if the ceiling is made of asbestos cement is also difficult. Usually, if the paint
surfaces are intact there is no safety issue even though there may be asbestos underneath. If the paint system is failing it is still not a problem until the asbestos sheeting
starts to powder. However, if there is any damage to the ceiling, such as a hole or
large crack, the asbestos fibres in the sheeting will be exposed and may break off into
the air. In such a case there clearly is a safety issue.
Generally it is better to err on the side of caution until any safety concerns can be either
resolved or cleared.
Very fine cracking, particularly around the cornice, is not normally a worry with plasterboard and happens when different parts of the house move microscopic amounts because of humidity and temperature.
A ceiling should be free from visually significant sagging.
.
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ceiling
Safety

Function

Appearance

Very minor cracking in joints accepted
Free from major sagging, tilting,
bulging or holes
Cornices securely fixed

Surface is clean and free from
holes, other than minor indentations
Ceiling has a full coverage with on
minor discolouration and scuff
marks

Meets the standard

No hazards
Meets the relevant Australian Standard
for fire isolation

Structurally sound with double layers of plasterboard, special cornices are securely fixed.

Structurally sound, no cracks or damage,
cornices are securely fixed

Clean, damage free ceiling

Fails to meet the standard

X X
Cracks and a hole in the ceiling of a single storey house
Finishes compromised beyond
normal wear and tear

Ceiling collapsing completely,
posing a hazard
Ceiling failing its purpose,
structural integrity lost
Finishes failing totally

Limited failure around plumbing
Peeling ceiling paint.
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clothes line
Purpose
To allow the drying of clothes, bed linen, etc using the natural elements
Different types
Clothes hoist
Paraline
Extend-a-line
Custom
Clotheslines may also come in unusual configurations in heritage areas. For example, some blocks of 1912 apartments at Millers Point in Sydney have the clothesline
connected by pulley to a cliff face and fed from a small balcony provided to each
apartment.
Whatever the configuration, the same basic principles apply: the structural integrity
and operation falls into Function whilst the finishes fall into Appearance condition
standards. The provision of clotheslines is covered separately in the Provision Standards.

Clotheslines need to have clean and taut hanging wires.
Check structural stability, particularly to how well the post/s is/are fixed in the ground
and look for any signs of corrosion.
Check any mechanisms to ensure they are workable for the tenant.
Clotheslines in common areas can be subject to vandalism and inappropriate use as
a device to swing off.
Check there is no fouling of the lines, that adequate solar and wind exposure is available, and that a full size sheet can be hung out without catching on any shrubs or
objects.
.
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clothes line
Safety

Function

Appearance

Paraline is in good condition and
can be locked in position. All lines
are securely fixed

Clothes hoist is in good condition with
all finishes intact, even though the
drying line is clearly old

Meets the standard

No hazards

Fails to meet the standard
Clothes hoist has fallen over
and could have injured a person
Clothes hoist is damaged and
inoperable, lines have excessive sag

Clothes hoist is in good condition but has missing lines
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doorway
Purpose
To allow people to move easily between spaces and provide separation from weather, noise, visual observation, uninvited visitors, etc
when desired
Different types
Structure: timber, metal
Lining: timber, timber board, glass, steel
Types by location: entry, internal, external, fire
Types by opening: sliding, hinged, French, stable, bi-fold
Doors are one of the most used mechanisms in a house. Most are hinged as that
particular simple mechanism has proved reliable, robust, affordable and long lasting.
Latches and locks are the weak point in terms of wear and tear, but even with these
they are surprisingly reliable given the use. One of the underrated elements in any
dwelling, usually taken for granted.

Doorways includes the door leaf, the hinges, the door locks and knobs, door frame, architraves, etc
Doorways are one of the most often used mechanisms in the dwelling yet are remarkably free of failure of the hinges
and door latches in normal wear and tear situations. In fact some doors over 120 years old still are in working order.
The door leaf itself however often suffers from inadvertent scuffs and kicks as people move through the doorway opening and closing the door. Similarly, the frame and architraves tend to suffer a large number of impacts with children,
furniture etc. moving through what is a fairly restricted space.
Sliding doors can experience more problems than most for a number of reasons:
the sliding action requires a person to stop, wait and operate whereas the hinge door tends to be less
obstructive to movement
any warping of the door from moisture on one side [such as with a bathroom] can jam the door in its
slot or cause it to scrape the wall
the actual sliding mechanisms are just less robust than traditional hinges
Glass doors should have safety glass [check for stamp in white on glass].
Doors are also a component that bear the brunt of anger and emotional outbursts and may be subject to damage more
than most components. They are also usually the first things to be tested in any attempted burglary.
Doors should be free from holes or visually significant indentation.
Any glazing is intact with no cracked glass.
Paint film has full coverage appearance, is a seamless coating with few visible wear areas, and is able to be cleaned to
a fresh surface. 90% of the surface is free from marks or surface damage.
Doors operate freely without binding or scraping.
Any mesh screening is free from holes and tears and is securely held in framing.
Door closers for operation by wheelchair and disabled people require specific opening strengths, closing times and
speeds. If closer operates in a way that would be difficult for such users to operate, then fail the closer on FUNCTION
grounds so that adjustments or replacement can be actioned.
French doors opening out should be restrained back against the wall with a cabin hook. External floor restraints could
pose a trip hazard, and if the hold back restraint is missing, the doors could fly back in the wind. Check hinges allow
full fold back of the door, thus avoiding damage to both door and wall.
Lock hardware must be functional and able to secure the dwelling.
Latch hardware should secure the door in the closed position, and can be operated from both sides. No missing handles, tongues, keepers or snibs.
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doorway
Safety

Function

Appearance

Securely fixed in position
No cracking in bowl allowing water
leakage
Plumbing pipe-work functioning
Cleanable
Glazing intact
Any cabinet doors/drawers work

No rust stains
Glaze smooth
Some discolouration tolerated
But not stark and uneven

Meets the standard

No hazards

Fails to meet the standard

X

Door closer not attached.

Damage to door compromises its
ability to perform its function of sealing off a room
Surface badly damaged and dirty

X

Paint on door worn out
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driveway
Purpose
To provide adequate and direct vehicular and pedestrian access to
car accommodation
Different types
Solid driveway
Wheel tracks
Driveways need to meet both the criteria for wheeled vehicular access and the criteria
for pedestrian access. They may consist of concrete, very occasionally coloured, or
pavers or possibly even gravel in some remote locations.
The driveways are usually remarkably robust requiring little maintenance. The problem is that they are so robust that they receive little attention. When they fail significantly it usually requires considerable work to replace them. More immediate attention may need to be given where there is a high risk to people’s safety as a result of
the non-compliance with the standard.

Look for any misalignment of the driveway paving that may trip a
person.
Remember that any driveway is also a pedestrian path so check for
hazards to pedestrians as well as vehicles.
Look for evidence (such as worn grass) that would indicate the geometry of the driveway is not functioning for normal vehicles.
A driveway consisting of dirt is unlikely to meet the requirements for
a driveway but there may be instances where finishes such as
gravel or pebbles are sufficient to support vehicles and avoid bogging in wet weather.
Check that sightlines offer any driver reasonable vision of the area
before they drive a car on or off it.
Remember, for condition we are not making a judgement that full
width driveway is better than wheel tracks. In most instances
wheel tracks perform well and should not be failed unless there is
evidence they are not working.
Driveways should be free from sudden changes in level that could
cause a trip hazard.
Should be free from broken or crumbling material, missing sections
and major cracks.
Free of moss and not slippery whether wet or dry.
Surface water should drain effectively and not pond. Any drainage
grates should be flush and not create a hazard
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driveway
Safety

Function

Appearance

Capable of taking weight of car
without obvious deflection
Even, without misaligned levels

Surface free of holes and large
cracks
Slip resistant

No holes or serious separation of slabs

No holes or cracks, surface slightly discoloured

Meets the standard

No hazards
Even surfaces, good vision

Fails to meet the standard
Badly cracked with uneven
levels
Driveway badly cracked and
overgrown with weeds

Unsafe for pedestrians
Most of the wheeltracks have
failed structurally.
Inconsistent surface and finish

uneven levels
Some cracks,
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dryer
Purpose
To dry washing by artificial means without a drying line
Different types
Dryers are normally found where access to the more traditional drying line is restricted or does not exist. This is often in inner city apartments.
Dryers may be wall mounted or floor supported, usually adjacent to the washing machine space. Tenants may also have installed dryers as the Department rarely supplies them.
Dryers are relatively simple machines and therefore reasonably reliable but they can
cause other problems, particularly with condensation on the walls and ceiling of the
room they are in.

Check the electrical cord and plug.
Test the control panel dials.
Check the mounting brackets, often they will have evidence of corrosion because
of the humidity created by the drier.
Check for a build up of fluff on air inlets and generally around the tumble drum.
Also check the filter is easily accessed and clean.
Assess the ease of use of the unit: is it mounted too high, is there evidence of
stools or other supports being used to stand on to reach it, etc
Check the rubber seal for the door. It is often the one thing that perishes over time
in what is otherwise a fairly straightforward piece of equipment.
Check any safety switches – normally they cut off the unit if the door is opened
before the cycle is finished.
Surface finish is intact.
Check that hinges and catch to dryer door open and close properly.
Cabinet securely fixed in position.
.
.
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dryer
Safety

Function

Appearance

Dryer is in working condition
Dryer is stable

Surface is suitably clean
Minor surface damage acceptable

Dryer is in working condition, securely
fixed

Dryer is undamaged with all finishes intact

Meets the standard

No hazards

Safety switches work, electric cord and plug in
good condition

Fails to meet the standard
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eaves
Purpose
To protect the wall from weather and ensure roof water is shed away
from the wall
Different types
Lining: Fibre cement, timber
Finishes: Paint
The eaves include many different materials of varying longevity. The fascia is usually
painted timber although there are coated steel systems, often integrated with the gutter. Timber fascias eventually fail usually by rotting. The soffit is usually fibrous cement, often with ventilation slots.
Most DoH dwellings have eaves, but some older dwellings and inner city dwellings
have none. They vary in size from nearly a metre in depth to a virtually non-existent.
The usual depth is 600 millimetres from the fascia to the wall .

Look for evidence of sagging in the eaves lining [soffit].
The most vulnerable part of eaves is the fascia. It is usually timber although there
are proprietary metal types integrated with a gutter. Gutters are normally fixed to
fascias and any leaks in them can adversely affect the fascia.
Water leakage from the roof may often find its way down to the eaves, even if it
originates higher up the roof. The result can be mould and/or flaking paint on the
lining.
The lining is usually only slotted into the fascia so check it has not slipped out.
Joints in the fascia timber are a source of wet rot as water seeps into the joint and
stays there where the paint surface has failed as a result of differential movement
between the two pieces of timber.
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eaves
Safety

Function

Appearance

Meets the standard

No hazards

No hanging fascia or missing soffit Surface is suitably clean and free
from holes, other than minor
No sagging or bulging
indentations
Finishes intact

Eaves in place and in good condition

Eaves in place and in good condition,
with minor surface damage

Fails to meet the standard
Fascia splitting, soffit sagging
badly

X X

Cracks on joints, some peeling
paint and dirty surface

X X X

Rotten fascia
Extensive peeling paint
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exhaust fans
Purpose

To remove air and/or moisture from a room
Different types
Wall mounted
Window mounted
Ceiling mounted
Exhaust fans will usually be located in bathrooms and/or kitchens. They require regular cleaning to remove dust build-up.

Look for evidence of fluff and grease build up around the vent and motor. This can be
a fire hazard.
Check operation and listen for any indication of any atypical mechanical noise.
Generally they should ventilate directly to the outside, not to another room and preferably not to the ceiling space.
Remember we are not assessing housekeeping standards, simply trying to assess the
dwelling against our asset standards and ensure they are safe, functioning and of
reasonable appearance.
Securely fixed into position with no broken or missing parts.
Connected to power with separate switching. Switching operates positively with no
cracked or broken components.
Vermin and fly control mesh/louvre grille in unbroken and sealed condition on exhaust
fans.
Where exhausted to the outside, ducting should be clean and either self-closing or
sealed to prevent entry of flies and insects. .
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exhaust fans
Safety

Function

Appearance

Operates
Removes air from room

Reasonably clean
Finishes generally smooth

Fan is functioning smoothly with
no apparent rattling or vibration

Fan is in good condition and suitably
clean

Meets the standard

No hazards

Fails to meet the standard
Fan motor is making a distinctive grating noise
Fan is functioning, no visible
damage, although dirt and
dust on it that may compromise its functioning

X X

Fan has fallen from the ceiling, unable to function

X X
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exit lights
Purpose
To guide people to safety in an emergency such as a fire or power failure
Different types
Exit lights are one of the few parts of a building that have all three condition standards applying to them. As active life saving equipment they obviously need to
have a pre-emptive maintenance regime supported by an immediate rectification
regime

Light is only operating on back up battery. The problem with this is
that you don’t know for how long the exit light has been operating on
that battery before you noticed it. It may have been only a day but it
may have been 6 months. Failure is for safety.
Check for any apparent signs of damage that may affect its capacity to
perform its prime function.
Often the target of vandalism in uncontrolled common areas, check
that the exit light has not been completely removed with only wires left
as any evidence that it existed. In such cases the item is taken as
“existing” but failing all standards for the purpose of assessing compliance.
.
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exit lights
Safety

Function

Appearance

Lights are permanently lit (Maintained)
View of lights is unobstructed

Lights rigidly attached to ceiling
No components loose or missing

Minor blemishes on painted finishes
Clean finish to sign face

Exit light is permanently lit and visible in the
dark. View of exit light is unobstructed

Exit Light is rigidly fixed and is intact

Meets the standard

Finishes generally intact

Fails to meet the standard
Exit Light either flickers or is
not on
Unable to perform core function of illuminating emergency
escape route

X X

Plastic surface cracked
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fencing
Purpose
To provide demarcation between public and private areas, to restrict
uninvited movement of people and animals into private outdoor areas and to safely contain children and animals
Different types
Front fencing
Rear fencing
Side fencing
Cut-off fencing
Materials: timber, metal, masonry, fibrous cement, composite
Timber fences have many advantages but require regular painting to preserve the
timber. Metal palisade is more durable but the aluminium tube “pool fencing” is particularly susceptible to damage from impacts. Brick front fences are probably the
least problem but they can occasionally crack as a result of footing failure .

Apart from damage, fences normally fail when the posts set into the ground rot or
rust due to constant contact with water and oxygen. When particularly bad they
can snap off near the surface where most damage occurs. Normally you will notice a gentle leaning before they fail completely.
A fence with missing palings or deformed panels that allow pets and/or children to
pass through fails the safety standards. Even if it is only one paling that is missing
it is compromising the resident’s security.
If a fence is also meant to be a screen,- assess if it’s fulfilling that function reasonably
Any fences that are also meant to offer some degree of noise abatement from
traffic or other noise sources should also be assessed for effectiveness in noise
reduction using the safety standards.
The component ‘fencing" includes all gates and hardware that together create a
secure, or not so secure yard space.
Gate hinging is secure and free from excessive wear allowing the gate to swing
freely above the ground. Latching and bolting secures the gate in the closed position.
Gates solid in construction and free from sagging and winding [twisting].
No sharp edges. Some timber paling fences had mild steel strapping over the
palings to discourage paling removal. This strapping, once loose, can become a
hazard and should be fixed or replaced with an appropriate fence type.
.
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fencing
Safety

Function

Appearance

Mainly straight and sound
Posts/masonry upright
Rails true and straight
No gap greater than 100mmn

Surface is clean and free from
holes, other than minor indentations
Some loose palings or dented
panels acceptable

Timber paling fence is upright and stable,
with no gaps or missing palings

Paling fence is undamaged, surface is clean and intact

Meets the standard

No hazards
Meets the relevant Australian Standard

Structurally sound, no sharp edges

Fails to meet the standard
Metal fence has graffiti, requires cleaning

Openings in fence allow child to
wander onto adjacent busy road
Timber fence has missing palings
and is unstable, therefore not ensuring a reasonable level of security
Finishes are uneven and compromised, even allowing for it being a
timber paling fence
The dents in this fence show
the loss of integrity although it
still performs most functional
requirements.
Graffiti has disfigured the finishes on this fence
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fire protection equipment
Purpose
To actively protect occupants from the effects of fire
Different types

Fire Indicator Panel

Sprinkler

Fire Hose Reel

Fire Extinguisher

To centrally monitor fire alarms and be readily accessible near entry
To automatically spray water over a fire
To be available for extinguishing small fires
To assist in the extinguishment of fires, and to douse people affected by fire
The Fire Indicator Panel, Fire Sprinklers, Fire Hose Reel and Fire Extinguishers are
all specialised equipment that are normally maintained by specialists using a regular
testing and inspection regime. They are also normally covered by statutory regulations for both provision and maintenance regimes.
Function and Appearance Condition Standards do apply to these types of equipment
in terms of their structural integrity and finishes respectively. However, any indication
of possible damage, neglect or interference that could potentially affect its operation
should be immediately referred to a specialist company to check

With Fire Protection Services watch for any indication of damage as this type of failure
may escape regular pre-emptive maintenance regimes by fire specialists.
If in any doubt fail the item and seek immediate action to confirm or otherwise.
Do not try and judge if a building should have more items provided, simply judge the
condition and note what does exist. Judging requirements for fire equipment is a
specialist job best left to specialists.
Fire protection services include a number of individual items that all have similar requirements and form part of what is sometimes referred to as “essential services”.
See also ‘Exit Lights’ and ‘Smoke Alarms’. .
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fire protection equipment
Safety

Function

Appearance

All the constituent parts are present and operating
Securely fixed

Surfaces have slight blemishes
but otherwise intact

Meets the standard

Passes regular test
No visible damage
Maintenance record tag attached
Location signage clearly displayed
Seals have not been broken

Fails to meet the standard
Fire hose has a missing nozzle
Fire hose unable to perform its
function of efficiently directly
flow of water

X X X

Suspect capacity to work
Uncertain functionality
Surface worn

Fire extinguisher is missing
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floors
Purpose
To provide level, safe support for people and furniture
Different types
Like all components ‘floors’ have the three dimensions of the condition standards
applying to them, safety, function and appearance.
A floor performs a life saving role in certain building types, usually multi-storey units,
as well as functional and finish role. This is highlighted when a floor that is part of a
fire isolation system in a block of units needs a higher-level response than the same
failure in a cottage floor. This is a failure to meet SAFETY standards. Structural failure in most floors would be a failure to meet the FUNCTION standard.
Floors comprise a structure and a finish.
The structure is often taken for granted until it fails. Concrete floors have traditionally
been regarded as inferior to timber for walking on because they have very little structural ‘spring’ when compared to timber. That is why timber floors are used for dancing, gyms and sporting venues. The amount of spring in a timber floor can vary and
too much can set all the furniture in a room shaking when a person walks across a
room. Timber floors can suffer from termite damage, borer infestation and dampness
rot.
Concrete floors more often than timber floors fail from uneven soil movement where
the slab sits directly on the ground and obtains its support from that ground. Cracking
of the slab is usually the first indication there is a problem.
Floor finishes are numerous and all require care.

With floors one of the most effective tests is to stand in the middle of the floor and jump. If there is a lot of vibration
with furniture jumping then you know the floor is too springy. This may be because the supports underneath have
sunk or are missing or it may be the design in the first place was lacking.
With floor finishes look for hazards such as uneven surfaces that would trip people, or slippery surfaces, or worn surfaces that may be exposing the underlying structural elements to moisture and damage.
When a floor finish such as carpet is damaged by cigarette burns or similar there is an issue about when does that
move from an issue about appearance to one of failing to fulfil its function adequately. If the damage has provided
even just one opportunity for tripping then fail it on safety grounds.
If such damage is slight and only affected the colour of the carpet then it could be tolerated unless it is large in scale.
Use the test of would you accept it in your home if you had to pay for rectification?
Most floors are reasonably level. Some do slope, particularly near walls and around door openings, and this becomes
noticeable when furniture is placed and leans, the lean being more pronounced than the slope. Usually, such a slope
is not posing a safety or structural risk but if there is any doubt then fail it for Function and have it tested by an expert.
Watch for problems where floor covering types change from room to room.
To help prevent injuries if people fall, carpet laid on concrete floors should have rubber underlay. This underlay will
generally be omitted where wheelchair access is required.
Check for any wear and tear to vinyl type floor coverings that may affect its capacity to be cleaned and hygienically
maintained.
Carpet should not be threadbare, holed, stretched, rotted or subject to separation of backing material
No lifting edges, tears or open joints
Surfaces generally should be clean and free of significant stains, smell and able to be maintained in a hygienic state.
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floors
Safety

Function

Appearance

Meets the standard

Free from major sagging, tilting or bulging Surface is clean and free from holes,
Minor cracking acceptable
other than minor indentations
Floor covering has a full coverage, with
minor dis-colouration and scuff marks
allowed
Skirting securely fixed
No missing tiles
No visible structural damage, minor
No tears in carpet or vinyl
damage to finishes
No lifting edges in carpet or vinyl

No trip hazards

Fails to meet the standard

X

Some staining of tiles

Carpet lifting to create trip hazard
Carpet not maintaining its
integrity
Carpet is worn-out and torn,
lifting on join

Carpet clearly stained, but not
worn or otherwise damaged
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garages
Purpose
To provide secure accommodation for a car or similar sized vehicle
Different types
Garages come in a wide variety of types. Some, such as the two pictured above,
seem to be closed in carports with a “tilt-a-door”. Because of the need to provide
enhanced security for parked cars many of the carports provided for the townhouse
developments in the 1970s and 1980s have now been enclosed. This has implications for the longevity of the garage created this way, as the underlying structure is
still the post in the ground. These should be checked carefully at each inspection.
Garages built as garages by the Department were often single skin brick on simple
slab on ground construction. Usually they perform well in terms of maintenance. The
other type regularly built by the Department was the garage integrated into the townhouse, and later from the private sector, integrated into the cottage. With garages
integrated with the dwelling check that they are sealed from the habitable parts of the
dwelling so no fumes can leak into the dwelling.
Garages also come in larger complexes as security controlled underground types
where the construction is concrete slabs for floor and ceilings but the partitioning of
the garages may often be metal mesh.

Garages can suffer from impact accidents around the vehicular entry doorway.
Garages are not normally expected to meet the same waterproof requirements applied to habitable areas of a house.
If built of masonry it is usually single skin rather than double skin or brick veneer used on houses.
The floor slab carries a regularly moving, heavy load that can cause stresses and fatigue in some slabs. Watch for
cracks or automotive liquids that may be penetrating the slab and causing corrosion
The roof should be secure and waterproof.
The garage should be sufficiently wide to allow opening of doors from a regular sedan.
Check the operation of any doors. Look for evidence of wear and tear on any mechanisms
Check adequate ventilation
For any walls or ceilings:
Surface finish is in place, secure and clean. Surface is smooth, no cracks, holes or scratches, no apparent damage.
Paint is sound and not cracking or flaking
Render is sound and intact, not cracked
Any doors and windows function properly and are complete with all hardware
For roof
No loose roof sheeting, flashing or other material
No leaks
Flashings, gutters and down pipes are in place, compatible metals, secure and working without leaking
Supports to roof have not sagged, roof line is straight .
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garages
Safety

Function

Appearance

Structurally sound
Doors are operable and lockable

Free of major cracks and holes
Finishes suitably clean and intact

Meets the standard

No hazards

Fails to meet the standard

X

Paint is peeling and sprayed
with graffiti

Garage structure in poor condition, door not operating freely
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garbage areas
Purpose
To screen and contain garbage receptacles
Different types
Partially screened dwarf wall type
Fully screened high wall type
Garbage area enclosures are an attempt to provide storage, screening and containment of refuse where it needs to be concentrated for collection. They are problematic
areas that are better designed out of a development if possible (for example, by encouraging individual collection and bins, bin storage similar to cottages - this has
been done in villas, townhouses and some pensioner developments).
Often the nature of their role makes them inherently unattractive and subject to damage to finishes from grease, aromas, etc. Regular washing out is often the best way
of preventing major problems later on. Graffiti is another problem that may require a
quick response.
More sophisticated garbage areas, some with compacters, may be found in high-rise
developments and specialist advice should be sought in these cases.
Some garbage enclosures will have fire fighting and/or alarm devices associated with
them, usually in larger residential complexes. The same measures apply to them as
described earlier with Fire Protection Services, Alarms etc.
Roofed enclosures may be required to have a hose tap and drainage grate for wash
down collection. Check there are suitable falls in the floor, and that the grated drain is
not blocked .

Garbage enclosure areas can come in any size and shape although the minimum
structure would be a screen wall on more than one side.
Look for evidence of the enclosure not working properly. For example, are the garbage bins parked outside the enclosure because the access is too restricted for the
larger wheelie bins.
Access to the enclosure should reflect the particular container system used, a bulk
garbage system with large containers requiring much wider entry points and slight
slopes to enable the easy manoeuvring of the bin for example
Check that the paving contains no trip points or changes of level that would preclude
wheeled bins.
Check the floor area is not covered in grease or slippery
Try not to be influenced by any aromas or poor housekeeping, simply judge the condition of the enclosure itself
The enclosure does not include the condition of the bins or other receptacles.
With composite construction, for example timber lattice on brick dwarf walls, watch for
deterioration at junction of the two systems.
With a component such as Garbage Enclosure judge the worst effected part of each
element (safety, function and finish individually) and make that the assessment for
Garbage Enclosure .
.
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garbage areas
Safety

Function

Appearance

Garbage enclosures are to be
structurally sound
Components intact and aligned
Minor cracking in masonry acceptable

Suitably clean
Finishes generally intact with minor blemishes
Some dented panels acceptable

Meets the standard

No hazards

Fails to meet the standard

Protruding nails on post pose
hazard
Paling fence screen collapsing
Concrete paving heavily
stained

Missing metal panels and others severely damaged, masonry damaged and graffiti ,
excess garbage not contained
but allowed to spill onto ground
Metal panels and brickwork
covered in graffiti
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gates
Purpose
To provide controlled access between two areas
Different types
Vehicular
Pedestrian
Gates utilise the most basic of mechanical devices to operate. The mechanisms are
generally reliable although, being exposed to all elements, they can suffer from corrosion. The gate itself relies on effective bracing to transfer all the loads on it (swinging
children, for example) back to the hinges and their supports. A common failure is the
inability of a gate’s structure to maintain its shape and carry such loads. This will
often result in the gate jamming or not closing.
Childproof locks can be regarded as life saving where they are protecting children, for
example, in a childcare centre or swimming pool enclosure.

Gates, like doors inside the dwelling, are a high usage mechanism. That they work
so well with so little maintenance is largely due to the simplicity of the mechanisms:
the humble hinge and the latch.
Gates are prone to sag, particularly timber gates where the weight of a person swinging can dislodge most fixing screws and nails. Some gates may not be braced adequately [a brace is a diagonal piece that stiffens the gate and helps stop it sagging]
Evidence of sagging can sometimes be seen in the arc created by the gate when it
swings open and drags across the surface
Gates are also subject to abuse, being the able to be slammed, either by intent or by
wind. Check for damage, particularly to welded pieces as they seem prey to failure
from impact.
Latches should be easy to operate and effective
Check any double gates to ensure one leaf can be fixed (usually by a bolt into the
ground)
Check the gate is securely fixed
Check any posts that are supporting a gate. Large gates can be heavy and can easily move even a large post.
Gate hinging is secure and free from excessive wear allowing the gate to swing freely
above the ground. Latching and bolting secures the gate in the closed position
Gates solid in construction and free from sagging and winding [twisting]
No sharp edges
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gates
Safety

Function

Appearance

Meets the standard

Gates are required to provide a reasonable level of security

No hazards

Able to be securely closed
Child proof locks where appropriate
No gap greater than 100mm

Surface is intact and reasonably clean and free from holes
or pitting,

Fails to meet the standard
Gate is distorted allowing pets
to escape and failing to latch
securely

Small child can escape to busy
road
Gate hinges broken and gates
are not functioning

Surface damaged and paint is
peeling
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gutters and downpipes
Purpose
To collect and direct roof water to a drainage or collection system
Different types
Gutters: Quad, Fascia, box, concealed, semi-circular
Downpipes: Round
‘Gutters & downpipes’ are items that can be expected to be replaced every decade.
However, care needs to be exercised because the type of building construction may
require a more rigorous approach to keeping the gutters and downpipes in working
order.
In many ways gutters and downpipes are not important if the building has eaves to
shed roof water away from the building and its foundations. They become very important in buildings that have no eaves and whose walls rely on paint systems for waterproofing. This is the case with much of the 19th century housing stock the Department has. If water from the roof flows down such walls it can be easily absorbed
where paintwork has cracked and will create damp problems that can attract termite
activity and cause health problems.
Gutters require regular cleaning of debris to be kept operational and avoid premature
corroding of the gutter base. Some plumbers recommend the use of wire ball grates
at the top of each downpipe to prevent debris collecting in the drainage system and
blocking it. It is easier to clean gutters than drainage pipes.
Testing of gutter systems can be done using a hose feeding the gutter and then
checking the street gutter to see the water coming out small holes in the kerb along
the street frontage.
Roof gutters should not be connected to a sewer system.

Evidence of water leakages in the gutters and/or downpipes. Staining of walls, particularly around downpipes is
good evidence of leaking. Gutters will often corrode to the point you can see daylight when looking up from below.
Staining of walls may also be caused by the overflowing of gutters in heavy rain and can occur if the down pipe is
blocked.
Gutters are used to prop ladders against when roof access is required. Check for signs of damage or distortion.
Check downpipes are securely fixed to walls, columns etc.
downpipe and are screw fixed to the wall or column.

Fixing is usually by metal straps that wrap around the

Check that bottom of downpipe feeds into drainage system
Usually, plumbers will use clear silicon to join the parts of guttering and downpipes where solder was traditionally
used. The one disadvantage of this is that what appear to be clear openings or cracks in the system through which
you can see daylight are in fact sealed with clear silicon. If any doubt exists than fail the system so it can be
checked because even silicon joints should have some metal overlap.
Downpipes on public areas may be damaged and often have sturdy metal guards at ground level up to approximately
2 metres in height. These guards form part of the guttering and downpipe system and should be assessed with the
gutters and downpipes.
Rainwater heads are small metal boxes at the top of a downpipe and they take water run off from gutters that may be
behind a parapet or other locations. Rainwater heads should have overflow pipes [little tube projecting from near the
top of the box] .
.
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gutters and downpipes
Safety

Function

Appearance

Meets the standard

No hazards

Securely fixed and connected
Gutters and downpipes are to
No sagging
shed water effectively from the
Finishes mostly intact
building, be structurally sound and
fixed securely
Securely fixed
No holes or missing sections
No leakage over doorways

Fails to meet the standard
Gutter still in place, but blocked
and not functioning properly

Rusty and damaged gutter with
holes in it
Surface damaged and dirty

Rust and hole in downpipe
Rusted surface
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heaters
Purpose
To provide space heating safely and efficiently
Different types
Gas, Electric, Solid fuel, Oil
Individual room, Central system, Split system, Climate control/reverse cycle air conditioner, inverter
Heaters have traditionally been supplied in colder parts of the state. Tenants may
have also installed their own types. In many areas the Department has simply provided a gas outlet for the tenants to provide their own portable gas heater. After
stoves, heaters in many ways appear to be a major source of burns and accidents in
the home.
The types of space heaters range from slow combustion stoves to electronically controlled natural gas heaters.

With any such appliance it is necessary to check its operation by turning it on.
Look for evidence of overheating such as burn marks on grilles, or deformed plastic parts.
With heaters it is one item worth checking with the customer for problems that may not be apparent in a quick inspection for condition.
With gas space heaters check for smell when turned on.
With electric space heaters check for signs of dust burning.
Many space heaters, particularly those with fans, will suffer from an accumulation of fluff, which if excessive may
become a hazard. To the extent possible check for any build up of fluff.
Reverse cycle air-conditioners can suffer similar problems with the heat exchange units that look like car radiators.
Check they are clean.
Any electrical wiring, such as leads and plugs, should be checked to ensure they are intact with no wires exposed.
Slow combustion stoves, oil heaters and some gas heaters should be checked for burns around the flue where it
enters the ceiling. The flue can get very hot and nearby flammable materials need to be protected by a special
sleeve. This usually occurs where it goes through the ceiling and roof, possibly touching insulation.
Similarly check any horizontal flues. These usually are associated with modern gas heaters located against an
external wall.
Check that there are no missing, excessively worn or broken parts that may affect safety
Check that heater is securely fixed in place
Check elements operate and reflectors are functional, seals intact with no visible signs of heat leakage
Check flue and connecting points securely fixed and sealed, flue continuous and free from holes or rust, and the
flue above roof line is fitted with a cowl and sealed flashings
Check energy main control at heater is intact and working; visible portion of service line is undamaged .
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heaters
Safety

Function

Appearance

Meets the standard

Surface is suitably clean
Heater is working properly
No fuel leakage
Heater is securely fixed and intact Minor surface damage acceptable
No danger signs, such as gas smells or
arcing electricity

Fails to meet the standard

Ignition has failed
Surface damaged and dirty

Unit fails to ignite
Grill damaged
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hot water system
Purpose
To provide heated water for washing
Different types
Fuel: gas, electric, solar [with electric or gas booster], wetback stove
Tariff: domestic, off –peak,
Type: storage, instantaneous,
Configuration: single unit, banked [centrally heated and then reticulated to each dwelling],
multiple uni
A water heater is a component that is regularly replaced and which is largely taken for
granted until it no longer works. So important has hot water supply become to most
people that the energy companies and others have developed quick response replacement services that mean a water heater can be replaced within 24 hours in metropolitan areas.
Associated with some water heaters are tempering devices that allow a lower temperature water to be delivered to the bathroom by pre-mixing some cold water with
the hot water. This helps reduce scalding and because it keeps the water in the
heater at a high temperature, helps avoid the development of harmful bacteria in the
water heater tank.

Check the pressure relief valve. Once released it should close off
again without leaving a dripping drainage pipe.
If the pressure relief pipe is dripping it could be just from expansion of
the water as it is heated after a large amount of hot water is used
or it could be from failure of the valve. If there is any doubt then fail
it for function and have it checked. Sometimes it is worth coming
back to it after assessing other components to see if it has stopped
dripping.
Look for evidence of leaking tanks
For those water heaters located internally check that any drainage
systems are not clogged with dust and that any trays have not corroded or been punctured.
Be alert for any indications of fuel leaking [gas smell] or fuel problems
[ electrical smell]
Test the hot water delivery at all hot water taps.
.
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hot water system
Safety

Function

Appearance

Securely fixed in position
No cracking in bowl allowing water
leakage
Plumbing pipe-work functioning
Cleanable
Glazing intact
Any cabinet doors/drawers work

No rust stains
Glaze smooth
Some discolouration tolerated
But not stark and uneven

Meets the standard

No hazards

Fails to meet the standard
Meets all requirements for condition

Evidence of leaking badly, not
just pressure release valve

Safety release valve damaged
Water heater not producing hot
water, steel cabinet distorted
affecting structural integrity of
unit
Finish to cabinet affected by
heat and damage to unit
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intercom
Purpose
To provide remote control of entry to a residential building
Different types
Fixed or handset
Individual unit or common
Intercoms are a communication and locking control medium that allow greater security for
those residents whose main entry to the building may be used by a number of different
households. Intercoms are often used in buildings that contain a number of units and are
in areas where entry needs to be controlled by residents as part of enhancing security.

Intercoms are exposed to high use and abuse but normally remain useable, with only
mechanisms such as buttons, locks etc that can wear over time with use eventually failing.
Look for bent or damaged faceplates.
Check that any names and/or unit numbers forming part of the system are legible.
Check operation at both entry and within unit
.
.
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intercom
Safety

Function

Appearance

Provides security by allowing two
way communication and opening
of front door
Intercom is operating
Allows the door to be opened
Structurally intact and secured

No rust stains
Some discolouration tolerated
But not stark and uneven

Meets the standard

No hazards
Not functioning poses a safety risk

Fails to meet the standard
Some unit numbering keys
broken or missing. Intercom
unit still operates
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kitchen cupboards
Purpose
To provide hygienic food preparation and utensil storage areas
Different types
Particle board box type, ladder framed
Kitchen cupboards are a busy area for most households, and suffer as
such from wear and tear. Traditionally this has been most evident with
the cutlery drawer drooping when extended because the weight of cutlery has been too much for the simple runner systems used to support
the drawer. More modern kitchen cupboards use steel and nylon systems similar to office filing cabinets.
The other common problem is caused by water spillage getting to the
basic particleboard that forms the structure of most cupboards.
Many cupboards can be face lifted merely by re-painting or re-finishing
the doors and bench top. Replacing some cupboards is the next option, with the most drastic being complete replacement of all kitchen
cupboards. .

Check for signs of excessive wear on the drawer sets. Drawers that tilt excessively should be failed for function.
Look for signs of damage, particularly chips in the laminate near the edges.
Benches might also show evidence of burns from hot pots, dishes being stood on them.
Older style kitchen cupboards may be solid construction but appear unattractive because of failing finishes. Try to remain
objective and consider according to the standard.
If a door has a finish that is stained then it will fail to meet the appearance requirements but otherwise be ok. If however it
is the bench top that has a poor surface and this is affecting hygienic preparation of food then it fails function. In
extreme cases it may be unsafe as well.
Check for sharp corners, particularly where laminate may be peeling creating a knife like hazard.
Don’t be influenced by grease build up unless you consider it is affecting the finish and structure and functioning of the
kitchen cupboards, or is posing a hazard such as build up around the stove.
Kitchen cupboards are not able yet to be completely insect proof. It is not appropriate to fail a kitchen cupboard because
insects can enter. Where there is cause for concern, such as an opening that allows vermin to enter then it will fail to
meet the functional requirements. Kitchen cupboards are meant to be vermin proof.
Check around splash backs for evidence of water penetration down the back of the units. Often the seal between the
bench and any tiles is cracked and will be a problem when near the kitchen sink. A continuous, uninterrupted sealant
is required at the bench and splash back junction. (part of Annual Dwelling Service)
Look around the drainage under the sink to ensure there are no leakages affecting the cupboard.
Check all mechanisms such as latches. A particularly annoying problem in a busy kitchen is failing latches. (Which is
probably why commercial kitchens tend not to have cupboard doors). Also examine door hinges – doors insecurely
hinged can become damaged very quickly.
Check that painted cupboards have a seamless finish with few visible wear areas, and no cracking or peeling paint
Cupboard bench tops should be of an impermeable material, sealed to walls and sink unit, and free from significant delamination, holes and open joints that provide an unhygienic food preparation surface
Cupboard carcass parts should be in a solid state, vermin proof, able to be cleaned and maintained in an hygienic
condition .
Wastewater is conveyed into the main drainage system without leaking.
.
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kitchen cupboards
Safety

Function

Appearance

Kitchen cupboards provide stable
hygienic food preparation surfaces
and utensil storage areas
Cupboards are vermin proof and
operable
Drawers sound and slide smoothly
without jamming
Bench tops are securely fitted,
with laminate not lifting
Doors open and close

No rust stains
Glaze smooth
Some discolouration tolerated
But not stark and uneven

Meets the standard

No hazards

Fails to meet the standard
Bench top does not provide
hygienic surface for preparing
food
Bench top finishes failed completely.
Cupboard surfaces damaged

Failed drawer front exposes
knives
Drawers jamming and severely
damaged

Surface scratching and discolouring of finishes. Doors and
drawers still operable
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landscape
Purpose
To resolve the many issues associated with buildings placed on
land, including site levels, landform, circulation, access, visual
amenity and clarity
Landscape provides the first impression of a development and frequently reflects the
attitudes and capacity of the residents, the overall healthiness of the development.
Yet landscape care and maintenance is often a neglected area with only lawn mowing
undertaken on a regular basis. Many Department precincts look attractive because of
the landscape and the residents’ own efforts in enhancing and looking after it.
Often a well-placed tree is better than many small shrubs, transforming some open
areas and being easily maintained. Other environmental benefits such as shade in
hot weather, bird life, carbon sink, etc come with sensible landscape management.

Landscape is one component that covers a lot of elements. A failure in any one of
those elements effectively fails the assessment for the component.
Look for safety issues in all the elements, then function and lastly finish. Safety
issues may include hanging branches, badly leaning retaining walls, broken steps,
slippery paths etc. Functional issues may include un-passable paths, dead trees,
etc.
Try not to get caught up in too much detail assessment. Just ensure that all the elements that comprise landscape are identified and checked.
Check that grounds are free of obstructions for access and mowing
Grass should be kept to a reasonable height by periodic mowing
Grounds and gardens are free of litter and debris
Shrubs and trees should not obscure access to mail box or pose danger by restricting
sight lines to driveways etc .
.
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landscape
Safety

Function

Appearance

Landscape elements to be in
working order and designed to
enhance personal security

Landscaped area to be well maintained, with landscape works in
place including edging, external
common area furniture, lighting
and drainage
Area is well maintained
Overgrown lawn is acceptable
where not combined with rubbish/materials

Meets the standard

No hazards
Landscaped area is to be safe and
healthy

No noxious weeds or plants, including privet
External common area furniture
(seating, lighting, structures)
secure and safe
No vermin

Fails to meet the standard
Landscape is clean but lawn is
a declared noxious weed
Over grown lawn

Half hidden sharp objects and
hazardous rubbish on ground
Landscape is infested with
vermin
Lawn surface untidy

Un-useable back yard
Over grown lawn
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laundry tub
Purpose
To provide a waterproof, robust receptacle for the washing and
soaking of clothes and linen, all in a hygienic manner
Different types
Acrylic, stainless steel, concrete, vitreous clay,
Steel cabinet, flush mounted in bench
Laundry Tubs include the plumbing and cabinet/support structure.
Unlike both basins and kitchen sinks, laundry tubs usually have an integrated cabinet
or legs for support from the floor. With stainless steel tubs it is usually the steel cabinet that fails first.
.

Laundry tubs, usually with a bowl/s made of stainless steel or plastic and with painted
steel cabinet support often suffer from corrosion of the cabinet. Look for signs of
rusting around and inside the unit.
The steel cabinets also have a tendency to distort. Check that the door opens and
closes properly
Check that the unit is fixed securely to any walls, and that the silicone seal between
the wall and the tub is intact
The stainless steel bowl itself is usually robust with its finish remaining cleanable for
many years. Particular chemicals, such as nappy cleaners that might be used in
the laundry, can affect stainless steel. However, with constant dilution and flushing from the taps it is unlikely to suffer any serious damage as a result.
Check that the unit is aligned properly for drainage pipes
If there are concrete type tubs check that they have not worn to expose the steel reinforcement or the aggregate is pronounced.
Check the structural integrity of units by pulling on them to see if they pose a risk to
children or others who may swing off them.
Tub trap is sealed against leaks and can be maintained in a clean condition
Water drains away quickly through the outlet
Washing machine by-pass, where fitted, has sealed connections free from leakage
.
.
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laundry tub
Safety

Function

Appearance

Meets the standard

No hazards

To be structurally secure and
intact, waterproof and operational

To be free from major defects with
finishes intact and suitably clean
Metal cabinet free of rust, stains
and chips

Securely fixed in position and
sealed to prevent water ingress to cupboards
Plumbing pipe work functioning
Metal cabinet structurally capable
of holding full tub
For timber cabinet refer to standard for kitchen cupboards

Fails to meet the standard
Minor paint peeling of metal
cabinet. Tub is still operational

Tub is cracked and leaking.
Plumbing pipe work not securely fixed in position
Surface damaged and dirty

Metal cabinet severely rusted
and with paint peeling
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letter boxes
Purpose
To provide an identifiable, weatherproof receptacle for receiving
mail

Letterboxes are an important part of the communication link with residents and need
to be maintained in full operational capacity. They are often the targets for malicious
damage, possibly because of the personal identification in the public realm that they
represent.
More often than not the standards for letterboxes will not be met because of damage
rather than wear and tear, particularly in large complexes.

Look for any signs that the letterbox is not fulfilling its purpose of holding mail and
protecting it from the elements.
Any locks should be in working order
Any mechanisms such as hinged lids, etc should be working
Retrieval of mail should be straightforward and appropriate for the particular residents
Sometimes the support post will be leaning, particularly if located adjacent to a driveway.
Where a letterbox is mounted on a fence, simply assess the letterbox itself and then
the fence as separate items.
If a letterbox is simply sitting on the ground, it can be failed for not meeting the functional requirement for both postal deliverer and resident.
Check lamp holder is secured and not loose
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letter boxes
Safety

Function

Appearance

Meets the standard
No hazards

Securely fixed in position and
lockable
Weatherproof
Visible and accessible from the
street
Recognisable as belonging to a
specific dwelling
Non combustible

Letterboxes are to have finishes
intact
Some minor blemishes in finish
acceptable but not any that compromise protection of the underlying material or disfigure the address..

Able to accommodate standard
postage items

Fails to meet the standard
Damaged wall and letterboxes.
Missing unit numbers.
Brickwork finish defaced by
attempted cement patching

Sharp protruding piece of
metal at rear that could cut a
hand attempting to retrieve the
mail
Damaged number not clearly
visible from street

Letterboxes covered in graffiti
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lifts
Purpose
To provide safe, reliable vertical transport with no barriers to
wheeled objects.

Lifts are being used increasingly, even on renovated older housing, to provide barrier
free access to multi-storey developments. Because they are such an active part of
the building operation they are covered by specialist maintenance contracts to preempt any system failures.
Nevertheless, the hydraulic type lifts used in low-rise housing, nursing homes, hostels, hospitals, etc. tend to be very reliable. They comprise of a huge hydraulic ram
with an electric pump providing pressure. They can reach up to five storeys. The
faster, more sophisticated lifts used in most high-rise buildings require a higher-level
pre-emptive maintenance because all the components are under more stress and
there are more components. They use high-speed electric motors and drums with
wound cable. They are more likely to have operational problems because of this and
do fail (safely) in operation. It is important to keep the communication systems operating because of this.

Check the operation of the lift, including all the buttons on the consoles, the movement is even, the doors close and meet evenly, etc.
Make sure the communication system is visible and intact
Check instructions and notices are readable
Because a lift is used by many people and offers intermittent screening from public view it can be subject to damage. Look for evidence of cigarette burns, graffiti,
etc. when assessing condition.
Check that all indicator lights are working, including those on each floor showing
the lift system has registered the call for lift up or down.
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lifts
Safety

Function

Appearance

Provides barrier free access at all
times to different levels within a
building

Finishes generally intact with no
surfaces peeling or severely
cracked
.

Meets the standard
Ensures the safe operation of the lift
and, where people may be trapped in a
lift, communication and evacuation can
be executed satisfactorily
Safety systems in good working order
Emergency bell is working
Emergency phone is working
Regular specialist maintenance certified

In good working order
Doors open and close securely
and evenly
Buttons and lights working

Fails to meet the standard

X

Damaged door

Meets standard
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light points
Purpose
To provide sufficient illumination to undertake normal household
tasks

‘Light point’ is the generic name for a fixed light source and its switching. It is one of
the most used mechanisms in a dwelling. Although extremely reliable, they can fail
and can occasionally place human life and safety at risk
‘Light points’ are comprised of a few elements. The part that takes the lamp or bulb is
called a lamp holder, with the most common type on the ceiling or wall called a batten
lamp holder. Where a light socket is not fixed directly to the ceiling or wall but hangs
down, suspended from the ceiling , it is known as a “pendant” lamp holder.
Various forms of light fittings may also have been fitted, either directly to the light
socket , or for heavier fixtures , directly wired and separately hung from the ceiling.
Less common are halogen lamps, either 240 volt or 12 volt . These are used extensively in the retail industry to showcase goods because of their clean light, and also in
most modern car headlights. There are versions designed for domestic use .
In Kitchens it is common to find a fluorescent strip light, which has a batten against
the ceiling and a diffuser cover protecting the fluorescent lamp tube. Modern versions
are often circular, like a bulkhead fitting.
The light switch controls the off/on of the lamp, and can be mounted on the batten,
the wall, and in some dwellings, on the door architraves. In older dwellings the light
switch is often operated from a pull chord from the ceiling.
A bulkhead fitting is one that comes complete with a base lamp holder and a cover,
which is generally glass or polycarbonate..

Like such items as door handles, light switches have to perform reliably over many
thousands of times. Light switches have the additional element of potential hazard
from electrical faults as well as failure of the basic mechanism.
Look for evidence of electrical problems, either through such things as burn marks on
the switches, to crackling sounds when switched on.
Some older dwellings may have pull chords instead of wall-mounted switches. Check
that these work and that the chord is not frayed. They should have a plastic or timber
bead at the end to assist with pulling the chord.
All switches should work by being either on or off. Fail any switch that does not
have a definite on and off position. For example if a toggle switch can stay in a position that is neither on nor off then it may be causing some potential arcing behind the
cover plate.
Check lamp switch cover plate is in one piece and not broken
Some lamp holders will suffer from high temperature, particularly when used for high
wattage lamps (75w and 100w) that generate a lot of heat. Typical indications are
discolouration of the lamp holder, and/or pieces broken off the lamp holder as it becomes brittle.
Check lamp holder is secured and not loose
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light points
Safety

Function

Appearance

Meets the standard
No hazards

Light points are operable, function Finishes are generally intact.
safely and are securely fixed
No loose wiring
Securely fixed in position
Switch on and off

Fails to meet the standard
Knot in wiring is dangerous,
possibly fracturing internal copper wires and causing a short
circuit

X X

Light batten holder is cracked

Missing cover compromises
this light’s functioning. Covers
are usually for protection of the
socket from conditions such as
moist air in a bathroom or on
an external porch or balcony

X

X

Inability to hold globe securely poses a potential hazard
Heat has made the Bakelite brittle with cracking evident ,
compromising its integrity and making it unable to hold a
globe securely
Light batten holder finishes failing, possibly because of heat
from globe - globe too high a wattage perhaps
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lighting (external)
Purpose
To provide illumination of grounds, including paths
Different types
on bollards
on posts
on walls
on porch ceilings
External lighting comes in many forms ranging from the humble batten
holder on the back verandah to sophisticated mercury vapour lamps
mounted on special posts.
All require regular replacement of globes (lamps), although the
frequency can be expected to be much higher with the incandescent
type ‘light bulbs’.
Many lighting systems also have timing mechanisms associated with
them and some are beginning to include movement detectors.
Lighting plays an essential part in enhancing perceptions of security
for residents and requires early intervention if there is any failure.

Check that the lighting fixtures are fixed securely. Bollard and post
types should be vertical and firmly fixed in the ground
Check that the lamps are in working order
Look for any indications of failure or potential safety problems such as
covers filled with water, mould growth inside the lamp cover, burn
marks, etc.
As with any item in a common area or public domain external lights
can suffer from damage. Check for any indications that might show
how the failure was caused.
Assess any objects, including growing plants, which might compromise the light’s ability to illuminate areas adequately.
Check for any missing access plates, broken glass, missing lamps
etc.
If a lamp is missing but the fixing points are discernible then it fails its
function.
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lighting (external)
Safety

Function

Appearance

No hazards

Lights are not broken

External lighting finishes are generally sound.

Stable

Not to be obstructed

Meets the standard

Generally sound and securely
fixed
External lighting is functional and
provides an adequate level of illumination to doorways, paths and
car parking areas.

Fails to meet the standard
Surface damage to pole,
but it is still operational
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linen cupboard
Purpose
To provide clean and dry storage space for household linen

Linen Cupboards are a key storage item for any household. They are traditionally
located off a hallway with built in shelving to take sheets, pillowcases, towels etc.
They are nearly always built in to the dwelling and rarely upgraded. Unlike the
kitchen cabinets, the linen cupboard usually uses traditional construction with shelves
fixed to wall battens.
Linen cupboards also usually include a door, or possibly a set of doors. This allows
full access to all the shelving.
Some linen cupboards also contain a water heater, particularly older pensioner housing, both bed-sitter and one-bedroom units and villas.

Check that the shelving is secure and clean.
For those linen cupboards that include any water heaters, check that there has been
no damage caused to the cupboard because of the water heater.
Check that the door works easily and that the shelving is easy to access.
Most linen cupboards will be in use when inspected, making assessment difficult.
However, in such circumstances look for shelving that is not horizontal or appears to
be sagging. Ask the resident if need be to ascertain if it is working adequately.
Where cupboards are painted, check that the surface is a seamless coating with few
visible wears areas, and no cracking or peeling paint
Handles, locks and catches should allow satisfactory use and secure the doors in the
closed position
Check that the linen cupboard is in a solid state, vermin proof, and able to be cleaned
and maintained in a hygienic condition
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linen cupboard
Safety

Function

Appearance

Doors operable
Door handles securely fastened

To provide clean and dry storage
space, and have finishes generally
intact.

Meets the standard
No hazards

Linen cupboard shelves secure.
No access for vermin

Some scratching and discolouration acceptable

Fails to meet the standard
Door catches not securely
fixed in position

Shelves missing, doors unable
to close properly
Finishes damaged with surface
broken in several places
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numbering
Purpose
To allow the identification and the location of a particular property

The number identifying a particular dwelling can be of life saving importance. It
needs to be legible to assist emergency personnel attempting to help residents.
Numbers can be found at letterboxes, front entries, on doors etc.

They are made from a number of materials, ranging from cast brass to cut out vinyl
sheeting. Some may even be merely painted. They can be fixed using a number of
methods ranging from glue to pins and screws.

Check that the number is correct and not missing or partially missing.
Assess if it has been obscured by any additional item such as a screen door or has
been painted over.
Check legibility by half closing your eyes and standing back 2 metres. Is it still legible?
Check that the number is securely fixed
Check for landscaping obscuring numbers
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numbering
Safety

Function

Appearance

Meets the standard
No hazards

Clear numbering for each dwelling Minor surface imperfections acthat allows easy identification
ceptable
Street numbering is clearly visible
Securely fixed in position

Numbering is adequately finished
to protect from elements

Fails to meet the standard
Hand-written numeral small
and unclear,
Street numbering hand written,
small and not clear

X X

Numeral nearly illegible in daylight—impossible at night to
read.
Paint is peeling

X X
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paths
Purpose
To provide a safe, all weather, direct pedestrian access to a dwelling
and within a development to connect facilities
Different types
Concrete
Masonry pavers
Mixed or composite
Tiles
Gravel Dirt

Paths are an important part of any housing. Particular care needs to
be taken with maintenance where there are residents who may more
easily trip and fall. If there is any immediate danger to people from a
path failure then immediate action in terms of cordoning off is warranted.
Paths should allow for strollers, wheelchairs, trolleys etc, with smooth
surfaces that are nonetheless slip resistant. In fact, where possible,
ramps should be made into paths to avoid the institutional connotations of ramps with handrails.
Structural failure of paths is usually because of soil movement underneath the path. Usually, concrete paths and wheel tracks should have
had a sand bed laid underneath them when they were laid originally.
They were not normally reinforced. Some masonry paving had reinforced concrete slabs laid underneath. Slabs to drying areas and
garbage areas are normally reinforced and less likely to fail.

Paths should be checked for indications of moss or other surface
changes that might compromise safety. Some clay paving is particularly prone to moss but all paving can have moss if kept damp
enough.
Where a path consists of stepping “stones” assess if that they provide
a reasonable means of movement for the people who use it, considering both the numbers of people and their capacity. If it is unreasonable then fail it for function.
If there is clearly a used path that is evident from worn grass, but
there exists no prepared surface, then again fail it for function
Paths include all pathways within the property being assessed. A failure in one section fails the lot.
Paths that are unusually rough, such as some bitumen or exposed
aggregate concrete paths should be assessed for safety and functionality – could a shopping trolley or stroller be rolled along without shaking the items being carried to the point they fall out?
Check that falls to drains and any drainage is in place
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paths
Safety

Function

Appearance

Provides access via reasonable
grades and with adequate foot
traction

Finish intact, edges discernible

Meets the standard
No hazards
Safe for walking and wheelchairs
No dangerous holes or uplifts
No risk to pedestrians

Minor surface imperfections acceptable

.Intact structurally
Some discolouration of stencilled
concrete acceptable

Fails to meet the standard

Heaving of slab at joint has
become a trip hazard
Structural integrity failing

Path has many cracks and
missing sections, with uneven
grade
Path has worn out surface

Surface imperfections are disfiguring but not yet compromising its core functional requirements.
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porches, verandahs and balconies
Purpose
To provide a safe, sheltered outdoor living space directly off a room
of a dwelling
Different types
Porches, verandahs and balconies serve an important purpose in most housing, allowing residents to enjoy an outdoor but protected environment. They allow a dwelling to open up to and
facilitate climatic moderating breezes entering the dwelling. They often serve an important
social purpose, allowing residents to both observe their “territory”, monitoring intruders and to
engage with passers by in conversation.
Some porches indicate an entrance but provide little protection if only consisting of a concrete
slab with balustrade.
Porches and balconies vary enormously in size, degree of protection from weather, and in
usefulness. They can be constructed of masonry with concrete floors and roofs, or be totally
timber.
Typically, a balcony is made of concrete and cantilevers from a wall. A porch is most often an
entry area constructed with a concrete slab on a foundation wall of bricks. Typically, porches
are constructed this way on timber frame cottages.
Verandahs are usually more substantial in size than porches and most balconies. They usually act like balconies in being an adjunct to a living area. However, they usually have roofs
but can have timber floors, usually spaced timber decking.

Porches, balconies and verandahs are normally not areas that would be expected to pose a
hazard. However, with any platform that is elevated off the ground there is a risk that someone
will fall and be injured, possibly fatally. There is a history of serious accidents occurring as a
result of falls from balconies and for that reason particular focus needs to be placed on assessing the balustrade for safety. Check its stability, and it’s fixing to other elements, any corrosion
or deterioration, and note any concerns.
Look for any indications of concrete spalling on the edges of any slabs, or rust corrosion and
blown concrete (concrete cancer) where metal meets or is embedded in the concrete
Check any floor tiling for cracks as cantilevered slabs can flex and cause problems for brittle
tiles.
Check that any water that falls on the floor will flow away from the dwelling and not create a slip
hazard.
Note any high threshold that might impede access by a resident with mobility problems
Look under any pot plants, as they are notorious for both causing and hiding decay underneath.
Some balconies, known as “Juliet balconies” may only be very narrow and are not meant for
people to access, rather they provide a way of allowing full height doors to open safely as a
window.
Check that the platform area is solid and supported, has a non-slip surface free of surface imperfections that may cause slips, trips or falls, and that there is no ponding of water. Minor
cracking is acceptable
Check that applied finishes [pavers, tiles, etc] are in place across the whole of the surface.
Check railings/balustrades are stable and sufficient to prevent persons falling from the platform
level or down stairs. Check any pipe railings have capped ends.
Check access steps are stable and free from excessive wear and damage, and provide a safe
means of access
Check for rotted, corroded, damaged or missing parts affecting the performance of the balcony/
porch/patio/verandah
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porches, verandahs and balconies
Safety

Function

Appearance

No rotted, corroded, damaged or
missing components

Minor surface imperfections acceptable

Meets the standard
No hazards

To prevent people, particularly children,
falling from a porch, verandah or balAll components structurally sound
cony
and intact
Balustrade is non climbable

No large cracks

Railings are securely fixed in
position and intact

Drains away from doorway (does
not pond water)

No gap greater than 100mm

Non-slip surface

Applied surface finishes are in
place across the whole of the
surface

Fails to meet the standard
Infill panels missing, danger of
falling through.
Balcony railing severely rusted
and unsafe.
Balustrade not intact to fulfil its
function

X X

Loose rails would not support a
person leaning against them
Railings are badly weathered
with fixings failing.
Paint finish peeling with section
missing altogether

X X X

Some floor boards suffering rot
damage
Floor finishes completely deteriorated .

X X
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power points
Purpose
To provide safe connection to the reticulated electricity supply for
electrical appliances
Different types
Bakelite
Plastic
Round metal mounted on timber pad
Power points are one mechanism in a dwelling that are in constant
use. They also happen to be potentially dangerous because they
carry electric current and are “live”.
Power points can be flush with the wall, or a box that sits on the wall,
or mounted on a timber pad.
They can be mounted on the skirting board or high on the wall.
Power points are also known as single GPO’s (general purpose outlet) and double GPO’s respectively.
Each outlet has three slot pins.
Some types have a red light that shows when power is turned on and
some have stainless steel or decorative finish covers.

If there is an arcing or apparent noise coming from the power point
then immediate attention is needed.
Power points can vary in usage, with those in the kitchen most susceptible to damage simply from usage. Some are in constant use and
may suffer effects from heat if supplying an electric space heater.
Look for signs that the power point is not being overloaded with double
adaptors and power boards. Any burn marks should be treated as
potential problems.
Check the switch mechanism works with it being off or on and not being able to be in between
Check for any missing screws, usually covered by a plastic plug, at
either end of the plate.
Check that the power point location is not over a basin or other water
receptacle.
If possible check that power points such the one for the refrigerator
and washing machine are not covered in dust and inaccessible.
No cracked or broken parts
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power points
Safety

Function

Appearance

No hazards

Power point is securely fixed and
operates

Surface free of defects
Finishes suitably clean

No loose or exposed wiring
Securely fixed in position

Switches on and off
Provides power

Meets the standard

Fails to meet the standard
Moisture inside unit can short
circuit , possibly electrocute
Cannot perform its function of
safely providing a link to power
Finishes not suitably clean due
to mould build up. .

Switch is loose, compromising
its functioning

Power point is yellowing with age.
Note the small crack in the plate

X X X

X X

.
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ramps
Purpose
Ramps provide access from one level to another without using steps
Ramps provide an easier access than steps to accommodate level changes. They
are most often associated with wheelchair access, in which case particular requirements need to be met for slope, handrails and turning points. They tend to be fairly
obvious structures because of the associated handrails and can generate an institutional feel to a dwelling.
Whilst most are made of concrete and brick with steel pipe rails there may be some
that are made of timber or steel framing as temporary ramps.
The standards described in this section only relate to the condition of the ramp and
how that condition may affect its capacity to provide wheeled access between levels.

Check that the ramp surface is not slippery.
Check that any handrails are secure and able to be grabbed for support.
Check any associated structural elements such as brick foundation walls or steel
beams for any sign of corrosion or structural stress
Check that the junction with any paths/balconies or other surfaces is smooth and
poses no barrier to a wheeled device such as a shopping trolley or wheelchair or
stroller
Look for any unexpected wear or indications of problems for whoever is using the
ramp. There may be tyre marks on a piece of brickwork that protrudes into the line of
travel for example.
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ramps
Safety

Function

Appearance

Meets the standard
No hazards

Ramp structurally sound and intact with non slip surface

Ramp with finishes intact
No dirt or spills creating high contrast stains

Minute surface cracking acceptable
Non - slip surface
Finishes intact

Fails to meet the standard
Joint across concrete ramp has
moved and lifted, causing a trip
hazard, possibly
Break in ramp prevents it providing a smooth continuous
surface
Ramp railing severely twisted
and fixing to slab broken

Some cracking in the supporting masonry disfigures the
appearance but is otherwise
sound. The cracking is due top
differential movement between
the concrete ramp slab and the
block work.
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roofs
Purpose
To provide a weatherproof covering to the building
Structure
Timber
Steel
Concrete
Finishes
Concrete tiles
Terracotta tiles
Metal
Shingles
Concrete slab

Roofs fulfil a core function of protecting buildings from the worst of the
weather. They need to be maintained at a weatherproof level. A failure
in the roof can be catastrophic to the continued use of the house for
living, and will lead to a sudden deterioration of the rest of the building.
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•

Roofs can normally be viewed for any distortion of the basic structure by eyeing the ridgeline,
hip lines and rafter lines and ensuring they are as intended [usually straight, sometimes
curved by not usually sagging].

•

Roof leaks can be hard to detect from the outside, wait to inspect the internal ceilings for water
stains before confirming compliance.

•

Check that no parts such as tiles or shingles are loose

•

Check that all mortar is intact at ridge, hips and any exposed gables

•

Check any penetration of the roof such as vents, chimneys etc, for signs that the flashing has
slipped or broken.

•

Concrete tiles are probably one of the most common roof coverings and they suffer from loss
of colour over time. The difficulty is deciding when this might become so bad as to warrant
non-compliance for finishes. For very old [50 years plus] concrete tiles they may also fail to
provide adequate waterproofing.

•

For flat roofs check that there is no evidence of water ponding and associated corrosion

•

Some flat roofs may be trafficable and consist of membranes hidden under the finish of pebbles/bitumen/paving etc. If they are meant to be trafficable for people then the functional assessment includes suitability for this purpose as well as the normal weatherproofing requirements

•

Check that chimneys are vertical with no signs of cracks or instability in masonry

•

Check any chimney mortar is intact, complete and well pointed

•

Any protruding string courses on chimneys should be free of spalled or weathered material

•

Any chimney pots should be complete, securely fixed and effectively weatherproof the chimney

•

Roof flashing, back gutters and chimney tray effectively exclude water entry
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roofs
Safety

Function

Appearance

Meets the standard

No hazards

Roof is to be structurally sound
and weatherproof
No slipped or cracked tiles, shingles or slates
Sheeting securely fixed with no
evidence of rust or corrosion
Free from noticeable sagging,
tilting or bulging
Does not leak

Finishes suitably clean and intact

Some minor discolouration acceptable
Any painted or glazed finishes
intact

Fails to meet the standard
Slight sagging of roof indicates
possible structural problem
with roof framing

X

Exposed membrane on roof
indicates roof system is not
intact
Failure of covering to membrane creates high contrast
visual disfigurement to roof
finish

X X

‘Metal sheeting and ridge capping severely corroded allowing weather in to affect roof
structure and ceiling
Roof sheeting has prominent
rust stains

X X
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Screen doors
Purpose
To provide a reasonable level of security at entry points to the dwelling and provide a barrier to airborne insects

Screen doors are often mistakenly referred to as security doors. Screen doors offer
some greater privacy and a small degree of security.
Screen doors are generally made to a budget and therefore they are easy to deform,
so failure to meet the standard is due mainly to damage rather than normal wear and
tear. Screen doors are typically made of aluminium frame and expanded mesh infill,
with a single lock mechanism.
Security doors are normally steel framed (rather than aluminium) and have locks that
latch at the top, middle and bottom of the door.

Check locking mechanism.
Check door fits neatly into rebate, with no distortion.
Damage to any fine fly screen mesh is most likely to occur around the lock or at shoe level check both areas for separation of the mesh from the door
Check that screen door does not foul operation of main door.
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screen doors
Safety

Function

Appearance

Meets the standard

No hazards

To be structurally sound, secured Finishes to be generally intact,
well and intact
fine fly screen mesh to be intact
Lockable and operates freely

Minor dents and scratches to
frame acceptable

Fails to meet the standard
Insect mesh has holes, compromising .

Tenant security compromised
by absence of door

X

X X

Handle to screen door does
not work, unlockable.
Screen door is not attached to
door frame
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security grilles
Purpose
To provide a higher level of security to windows
Different types
Security Grilles can be anodised aluminium, as illustrated above, or
more often, galvanised steel, usually unpainted.
There has been a conflict between fire safety and security in the past
where window grilles have been installed. Traditionally, these grilles
have been bolted in place with the nuts welded onto the bolts. If there
is a fire and people seek to escape through the window openings with
these types of grilles they are prevented from escaping. They fail the
SAFETY standard. Quick release type grilles are now available which
can be opened from the inside in case of emergency, and which still
afford a reasonable level of security by preventing unwanted entry
through windows.
Generally, the Department would seek to encourage the use of window locks rather than grilles. However, it is accepted that people living in areas perceived to be high crime risk would prefer the extra
comfort afforded by grilles.

Check any mechanism for quick emergency release works.
Check any fine fly mesh that may form part of the grilles for tears or failure.
Distorted grilles that do not sit against the window frame neatly
Some tenants may have installed their own - this should be noted and referred to the team,
particularly if they are considered unsafe
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security grilles
Safety

Function

Appearance

Structurally sound
Grilles are operable and lockable

Finishes suitably clean and intact

Meets the standard

No hazards
Can be released from the inside of the
dwelling without a key and allow for
emergency exit in case of fire.

Fails to meet the standard
Cannot be released from the
inside of the dwelling without a
key
Fixed and inoperable.
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showers
Purpose
To allow the washing of a person in a safe manner within a waterproof compartment that is easily accessed, using a constant stream
of water
Showers are notorious for leaking into the structure that supports them. In two-storey
timber floor dwellings they can leak into the rooms below, and have been a source of
many complaints in the past. In some dwellings this has been addressed by placing
the shower over the bath.
There is an increasing need to provide easy access to showers, usually resulting in
the removal of the traditional hob. This can be a problem for tenants, as the usual
plastic shower curtain is then not sticking to a hob and flies up to wrap the person
showering. Glass shower doors and screens are probably the answer in such cases.

Showers should be free from any slippery surfaces such as mould on the shower base
Some showers will have a shower seat. Check it is secure and can take the weight of a person without failing
Look for any indications of failure where wall tiling meets the shower base
If a shower is over a bath then assess all those elements that make up the shower separately from the bath: this would
include any curtain rods, grab rails etc.
Check that the shower base feels firm, even when you jump on the spot. There should not be a gap under the base
that allows it to move.
Check that the shower rose works and any adjustable elements work
Check any hobs for signs of damage
Ensure any glass screens work to allow sufficient access. Look for any cracks in the glass
Shower curtains remain the responsibility of the occupant but the curtain rail should be checked for structural integrity
and secure fixing to walls.
Check surfaces for chips.
Check for ponding in or leaks from the shower base.
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showers
Safety

Function

Appearance

Shower functions adequately, is structurally sound with all mechanical and drainage devices working, and is waterproof
Screens firmly fixed
Shower curtain rail firmly fixed in position
Shower rose securely fixed and operable
Any sliding or swing screen panels operate as designed and do not fall off tracks
or swing across other fixtures

Finishes are generally intact

Meets the standard

No hazards
Screens free from major cracks

Surfaces suitably clean
Floor and wall tiles can be partially
crazed, some imperfections on surface
Grouting can be discoloured

Fails to meet the standard
Missing wall tiles within the
shower allows water to penetrate into the wall and floor.
Some wall tiles missing, finish
remaining unacceptable

Sliding panel can fall and injure
user
Sliding panel does not operate
as intended. Water cannot be
retained in shower recess
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smoke alarm
Purpose
To provide sufficient early warning of smoke to wake sleeping occupants and allow them to flee any danger
Different types

Hush button
Test button
(flashing red
every 40-60
Power (green)
indicator light

Ionisation
Photoelectric
Thermal (heat)
Note: the type illustrated above is an ionisation model and has a
“hush” button. Photoelectric model does not have hush button.
Smoke alarms are life saving devices that have been installed in every
Department dwelling. Smoke alarms are routinely cleaned (freed of
dust and cobwebs) and tested.
The type of smoke alarm installed will depend on dwelling layout and
location of the alarm.
The ionisation type is most commonly used but is easily by cooking
fumes and is more suitable for locations near bedrooms.
The photoelectric type may be used near cooking areas, but not near
bathrooms.
In some kitchens an additional thermal alarm may be installed as they
react to sudden rises in temperature rather than smoke particles.

The devices need regular checking, as any indication that their prime function may be compromised needs immediate attention. Indications of problems include no green power light, no intermittent red flashing light, a chirping sound, or an overdue inspection tag.
All Department smoke alarms should be direct wired to the electrical system on a dedicated circuit and have the green light on to indicate this. They should have rechargeable battery back up
in case of power failure. Some battery only types may have been installed by tenants on their
own initiative.
Watch for smoke alarms that have shower caps or other coverings placed over them to prevent
them from annoying the occupants with frequent false alarms.
For similar reasons some devices may be vandalised or otherwise immobilised. The important
thing is to identify a safety risk and know that it will be attended to. When the device is replaced
it may need to be moved to a more appropriate position.
Generally take no chances with these devices. If in any doubt as to their functioning, fail them
and know they will be checked.
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smoke alarm
Safety

Function

Appearance

Functions
Firmly fixed in position

Smoke alarm finishes intact

Meets the standard

Power indicator light on
Red light flashing intermittently

Fails to meet the standard
Smoke alarm red light not
flashing or green light not on
Unit not able to perform its
prime function

Unit not fixed securely to ceiling
Some staining and discolouration

Smoke alarm unit is missing
Smoke alarm unit has fallen
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stairs/steps
Purpose
To provide easy access for an ambulant person between two or
more levels
Different types
Reinforced concrete
Timber
Steel
Finishes
Concrete
Timber
Carpet
Vinyl
Tiles
Stairs come in many different configurations, from spiral to straight,
with quarter, half or no landings. Many older type houses may have
very narrow stairs. Some may be steep and others may be easy going.
The golden rule for stairs was twice the riser + the tread should = 600
mm. In practice, the tread inside a dwelling should be greater than
250 mm, and the riser less than 190 mm, but more than 115mm.
External stairs need to be much easier going with longer treads and
smaller risers to feel comfortable.

Check for uneven riser and/or treads that may pose a hazard.
Check any balustrade to ensure it can prevent a child’s head from passing through – usual test is
the balustrade should not allow a 100 mm ball to pass through between balusters
Check that no winders diminish to provide no tread – preferred minimum tread on a winder is
150mm unless otherwise required by regulations.
Check that any coverings such as carpet are fixed securely and not worn
Check that a handrail is always available
Check soundness of stair. Usually stairs are structurally very strong because of their shape.
Check for any signs of excessive wear on treads
Where there are “open” risers (i.e. no infill between treads), the gap between the treads is also
subject to BCA conditions.
The surface of the stair treads should not be slippery.
Check a flight of stairs has at least two but not more than 18 steps between landings/levels
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stairs/steps
Safety

Function

Appearance

Meets the standard

No hazards

To be structurally sound
Balustrades are to be securely
fixed in position and intact

Applied surface finishes are in place
across the whole of the surface

No gap grater than 100mm
Steps are structurally sound and
stable
Non slip surface

Fails to meet the standard

X

The concrete surface of the
steps is stained and slightly
uneven, not affecting the functioning or safety, but detracting
from its appearance .

These external stairs have
varying riser height. There is
some minor movement of the
stairs away from the building.

X

Steps are uneven and out of
alignment and have significantly moved away from the
building. Threshold tiles are
loose and dangerous
Not structurally intact
Failure of threshold tiles exposes poor finish and creates
uneven finish

X X X
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stoves
Purpose
To provide a safe and convenient method of cooking food
Different types
Electric
Gas
Solid fuel
Combination
Upright stove
Side by side (elevated range)
Under bench oven and bench cook top
Wall oven and separate cook top

A stove is a major appliance that is provided and maintained in every
dwelling. It is considered an essential item in any dwelling because
of its role in cooking food, with the expectation that it is used at least
once a day.
They are usually finished with baked enamel, although some may
have stainless steel finish. Both finishes provide for easily cleanable
surfaces. The solid fuel stove tends to have a natural cast iron finish,
which can be less easy to clean.

As with many items, care needs to be taken in identifying any aspect of the stove, which may be a hazard.
Such things include the smell of gas, exposed and frayed electrical wiring, strong electrical smells, and
constant tripping of the circuit breaker.
Check that the stove is secured to the wall so it cannot tilt and tip pots and pans with boiling water onto
children or adult feet
Check oven doors for opening and closing, making sure alignment of door with oven is correct and rubber
seals are intact
Check control knobs to ensure they are operable
Look for any evidence of malfunction such as burn marks around the oven door or adjacent cupboards
Look for any build up of fat and grease near gas jets/electric coils or other heat surfaces that may pose a
fire hazard, particularly around the griller
Check oven handles
Check any pot and pan supports, usually found only on gas appliances.
Check all heating elements/burners provide graduated control of heat and that any thermostats work
Check no supports or spill trays are missing or corroded
Check oven and grill door hinges and handles are firmly fixed and doors operate with ease
Check oven is free of rust holes
Check oven door seals when closed and that seal material is intact and firmly fixed
Check all sliding grill parts and oven shelving are in place and operate with ease
Surface finish of all cooking fitments both internally and externally are free of excessive wear, are in a presentable state, can be maintained in a hygienic condition and add to the amenity of the kitchen
Check evidence of movement or scrape marks on stove from cupboards
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stoves
Safety

Function

Appearance

Functioning, securely fixed and
structurally intact

Applied surface finishes are in
place across the whole of the surface

Meets the standard
No hazards
Stove must be securely fixed to rear
wall or floor to prevent tilting.

All heating elements/ burners are
seated properly and operating
All switches and controls intact
Door hinges firmly fixed, doors
operate with ease
Oven door seals when closed

Fails to meet the standard
Heating elements/burners are
not seated properly
The top of this stove is pitted
and has most elements corroded. Instrument labels worn
off

This stove door is not seating
properly, making heat retention
difficult

Stove can tip forward. Oven
door falls off when opened
Not intact
Burn marks on oven
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taps
Purpose
To provide easy and reliable control of water flow
Different types
Taps, like light switches, are used constantly in the house. Unlike light
switches, when taps fail they do not normally present a risk to personal
safety but they can cause more property damage.
Older taps usually require occasional replacement of washers, but are
otherwise fairly reliable. They are also generally made of brass, chrome
plated for interior use, and are very robust. Later taps may be made of
chrome plated plastic and susceptible to breakage and cracking over time
and with use.
Modern taps can have ceramic discs, which rarely require replacement
but are costly to replace. Modern taps can also be made to operate on
1/4 or 1/2 or 3/4 turns, making them ideal for people suffering from arthritis or other disability affecting dexterity. Some early ceramic disc taps
were poorly designed which resulted in the discs cracking when the handle was turned off tightly.

No drips.
Easy operation
Taps are generally a robust mechanism that requires only the replacement of washers. however,
they can be subject to accidental damage from dropped saucepan or other utensil.
Check handles retain original finish
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taps
Safety

Function

Appearance

Securely fixed in position

Finishes to taps are in good condition.
Minor surface damage acceptable

Meets the standard

No hazards

Operate freely and do not leak

Fails to meet the standard

X

This tap has minor surface
damage to finish. Tap operates
and does not leak.

Taps do not operate freely and
are not securely fixed in position.

Chrome finish to taps is visibly
worn off.
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toilets
Purpose
To provide a safe, sanitary method for passing bodily waste products and delivering them to a sewerage system

Apart from the cistern mechanism and the seat hinge, toilets should
require little maintenance. Being made of vitreous china the bowl or
pan part is easily cleaned and disinfected. Those cisterns that are
plastic are less easily cleaned and often distort over time.

For some reason toilets seem to attract criticism from tenants, often
because they are noisy. Cistern mechanism failures mean an unsettling dribbling water noise all through the night. Modern cisterns have
better mechanisms and are dual flush to save water.

Look for distortion of any plastic cisterns.
Check flushing and cut off valve
Check toilet seat is securely fixed and works
Check toilet pan is fixed firmly to the floor and there is no evidence of water leakage in the grout
that fixes it to the floor
Check cistern is securely attached to wall, operates without excessive or prolonged noise, and
does not leak onto floor or pan
Check flush pipe is properly fitted with the boot seal free from signs of perishing
Cistern buttons should operate with ease and return to original position when released.
Cistern valve should cut off when released
Cistern tap is in a sound and operable condition
Surfaces generally are in sound condition, able to be cleaned and kept in a hygienic state
Some water staining of the toilet pan is acceptable
Ad hoc/unauthorised plumbing additions
Replacement cisterns must be dual flush type.
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toilets
Safety

Function

Appearance

Toilets are to structurally sound,
secured and functioning

Toilet surfaces clean and in good
condition

Meets the standard

No hazards

Operate freely and do not leak

Fails to meet the standard
Toilet seat is loose
Pan appears to be not fixed to
the floor properly. Still operates
but leaking around pan base
Corrosion stains at seat hinge

This single flush cistern is
cracked and leaks, so fails
function
Finish is stained noticeably

This toilet bowl is losing glaze
and becoming difficult to clean.
However toilet is still functioning.
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wall
Purpose
Walls define space, provide enclosure, are often load bearing and
often support other components like windows and doorways

Structure (framing) includes
Masonry (bricks & blocks)
Timber
Steel
Concrete
Lining: (Substrate) includes

Cornice
Wall finish
Wall
structure
Skirting

Render
Plasterboard sheet
Fibre Cement sheet
Cladding like weatherboards
Finishes:
Paint
Wallpaper
Tiles
Face brick
Concrete

Walls should be checked for general structural integrity. Look at any cracks or twists
in the wall and note the failure as a failure of Function Condition Standard. Often the
cracking will not be a serious problem that compromises the structural integrity of the
dwelling but it is alarming for occupants and needs to be failed so an expert assessment can be made.
Cracks most often happen as walls accommodate small movements in the foundations or differential movement between different materials that are reacting differently
to humidity and temperature.
Walls usually exhibit a high element of wear and tear compared to ceilings, so furniture marks, hand marks, etc. are common. Remember that the finishes requirement
is more tolerant of such imperfections than the safety and function requirements
Where the wall is affected by mould growth assess if it not only affecting the appearance of the wall but if it also is beginning to affect the integrity of the wall lining and if
it poses a health hazard.
Walls include skirting but not architraves.
Wall surface should be able to be kept clean
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walls
Safety

Function

Appearance

Meets the standard
Walls can be required to provide fire
separation when acting as a party wall

Walls are to be structurally sound
and weatherproof
External walls are weatherproof
All Walls are true, straight and
Vertical

Walls are required to be free from
major defects with finishes suitably clean.
Finishes suitably clean in appearance.
No peeling paint, wallpaper or missing
tiles

Free from major sagging, bulging
In accordance with the Building Code of Free from large holes, large cracks
and gaps
Australia
Cornices, skirtings, mouldings and
architraves securely fixed and free
from damage

Fails to meet the standard
A common problem with brickwork. The cracks may not be a
serious structural problem but
the ‘weather proofness’ is compromised by the openings created by the cracks.

X

Significant discolouration.

Damage to wall caused by
leaking bathroom behind,
needs repair and painting. A
major weatherproof failure that
could jeopardise the supporting
frames and lead to structural
failure and encourage termites
Blistering of painted finish
Asset Performance Standards Version 6.2i
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washing machines
Purpose
To effectively wash and spin dry clothes and linen
Different types
Automatic
Semi-automatic
Top loading
Front loading
Twin tubs
Washing machines are an important item for most households, particularly those with
young children. These are high-usage appliances with regular usage expected.
They are not normally supplied by the Department but may be found in pensioner
units.

As with all appliances check for any signs that the machine is unsafe. These include
frayed electrical cords, burnt enamel near the switches, etc.
Check the door seal on front loader types, the hinge on top loader types.
Check the dials and controls for firmness of use
Check with the resident for operation/functioning of machine
Check the enamel finish on the outside for any rust or paint failure that might be a
problem
Look for any evidence of leaks underneath and around the washing machine
Check that the washing machine hoses are in good condition and not leaking
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washing machines
Safety

Function

Appearance

Meets the standard

No hazards
Electrical cords not frayed and
motor operation is smoke free

Washing machine in good working Any finishes intact
condition,
Minor surface damage acceptable
No leaking or dripping from the
machine or connections.

Fails to meet the standard
Electrical supply cord hazardous—
taped

Washing machine knobs come off when
handled.
Belt connecting motor to agitator worn
out.
Hatch off hinges preventing washing
machine from working with safety catch.
Rusted panels have fallen off machine
jamming mechanism.
Washing machine surfaces showing
large areas of rust and damage, but still
working.
Control panel is becoming very hard to
read.
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windows
Purpose
To provide a means of excluding the weather whilst maintaining
access for natural light and ventilation.
Different types
Metal
Timber
Composite
Plastic coated steel/aluminium
Glass bricks
Double Hung
Awning (Hopper)
Casement (Side-hung)
Sliding
Fixed
Windows come in many different styles and shapes, with different types being more
common in particular construction types and in different eras. Timber casement
windows tended to be used most in the period 1910-1940 whilst aluminium sliders
became popular with brick flats from the 1970s onwards.
Most modern timber windows are made from imported softwood, with the better quality ones still having a native hardwood sill. Aluminium windows tend to predominate
in the general market now however, with various plastic attachments to imitate timber
windows.

Check weathering and wear on the outside as part of the external assessment.
Often the sill will show the most wear from weather whilst the frame and sashes will
fail function because of waterproofing failure or mechanism failure rather than weathering.
Check the putty or silicone around the edge of the glazing for failure, as it is the first
defence against moisture being kept against the sash, leading to rotting of the sash
and possible intrusion of water into the dwelling.
Internally, check all frames and architraves as well as the sashes and hardware.
Ensure all sashes work adequately and that any window locks are lockable
Check all glazing to ensure it is intact with no cracks or fractures
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windows
Safety

Function

Appearance

Provides a reasonable level of security
and protection from weather and to be
operational, securely in position.
Have operable window locks and latches
Windows can be opened and
closed
Any grilles operable from inside in an
emergency

Windows are required to have no
significant distortion and have
finishes intact
Slight weathering acceptable
Minor cracking of glass acceptable
Very minor surface scratching and
indentations

Meets the standard

No hazards

Fails to meet the standard
Window structure not protected
from the weather
Flaking paint surface over most
of the window, allowing water
to affect the timber elements

Broken glass pane presents a
clear hazard
The broken glazing in this window means the essential standard of weatherproof cannot be
met.
Windows inoperable, the
sashes are jammed.
The tell tale cracks at the corners of the sash indicate the
sash is losing its structural
integrity. The sash has missing
glazing putty.
Appearance affected by paint
failure
Asset Performance Standards Version 6.2i
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Window flyscreens
Purpose
To exclude insects, particularly flies and mosquitoes, from a
dwelling
Different types
Flyscreens are particularly vulnerable to damage because the mesh
is usually plastic and the frames lightweight, relying on the window to
give sufficient support to maintain structural integrity.
Better quality flyscreens are made of copper woven mesh or expanded aluminium micromesh, both with heavier frames of timber or
aluminium extrusion. These were rarely installed on Department
properties, however, other than by a tenant or previous owner.

Flyscreens are susceptible to damage because they are usually flimsy
with a fine plastic mesh in an area that may be regularly accessed to
open and close a window.
If a window has fixed fly screens look for damage to the screen mesh
around the point where the screen has to be held to move it aside for
access to the window.
Assessment of fly screens is part of the overall assessment of the window
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Window flyscreens
Safety

Function

Appearance

Flyscreens to be capable of excluding
insects from a dwelling and not prevent
the operation of the window set.

Flyscreen has no holes or tears,
and is clean

Meets the standard

No hazards

Allow access to window
Screens intact with no holes or tears
Some scratching or denting to frames but
generally sound

Fails to meet the standard
Fly Screen is not securely
attached to window frame but
still keeps insects out

Fly Screen has torn away
from frame
Appearance compromised by
distorted mesh
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Basic Provision Standards
BASIC PROVISION STANDARDS BUSINESS RULES
The basic provision standards apply universally except for paths, which can
be varied to match prevailing community standards for a particular area.
[amended 2Nov2000].
The basic provision standards can only be used where a Asset Condition
Survey has been undertaken first.
The response to any non-compliance with the basic provision standards can
only occur concurrently or after the Asset Condition Standards have been
met.
These basic provision standards apply to existing assets and are not
intended to be used as a specification for the supply of new housing
These standards may be exceeded where special needs have been established

Dwelling
SECURITY
SAFETY
FLOOR FINISHES

screen door, window locks, deadlocks as per existing policy
smoke alarms as per existing policy
All dwellings to have finishes to floors
waterproof, slip resistant finishes to wet areas (includes vinyl sheet,
paint, ) carpet in cold climate towns (if not already provided)

Rooms

Hot &
cold water

TV
outlet

Telephone
outlet #

Power points

Kitchen

Yes

No

No

1x1,2x2

Bathroom

Yes

No

No

1x1

Laundry

Yes

No

No

1x2

Living

No

Yes

Yes

2x2

Bedroom 1

No

No

No [yes]

2x2

Bedrooms

No

No

No

1x2

Fixtures

*

sink, bench top , drawer,
stove
basin, wc, bath/shower
tubs, washing machine connection
[Yes - for pensioner housing
only]

# telephone may be located in only one location but that may be either kitchen, dining, hall or living
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Basic Provision Standards

BASIC PROVISION STANDARDS BUSINESS RULES
cont’d
*Kitchen benches
Dwelling size

room (optional)
bedsitter
1 bedroom
2 bedroom
3 bedroom
4 bedroom
5 bedroom

Bench top area
(excludes stove only)

Length for 600mm wide bench

Length for 450mm
bench

0.75 sq. metres
1.00 sq metre
1.20 sq metres
1.30 sq metres
1.45 sq metres
1.55 sq metres
1.75 sq metres

1.25 m
1.7m
2.0m
2.2m
2.4m
2.6m
2.9m

1.7m
2.2m
2.7m
2.9m
3.2m
3.4m
3.9m

Front Yard
ADDRESS
ACCESS
FENCING
CAR

letter box, street number, unit number if applicable
footpath to front door, minimum 900 mm wide, non slip, no
steep grades
boundary and cut-off fencing [if applicable],
nil

Backyard
CLOTHES DRYING

ACCESS
FENCING

Asset Performance Standards Version 6.2i

drying line, small dwellings (bedsit & 1 bed) 15m, medium
dwellings (2 bed - 3 bed) 20m large dwellings (4 + bedrooms) 35m
footpath to drying line from rear entry door, minimum 600
mm wide
boundary fencing, secure, side gate access between front
and rear,
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